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Dynamics of pattern coarsening in a two-dimensional smectic system
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We have followed the coarsening dynamics of a single layer of cylindrical block copolymer microdomains
in a thin film. This system has the symmetry of a two-dimensional smectic. The orientational correlation length
of the microdomains was measured by scanning electron microscopy and found to grow with the average
spacing between6 1

2 disclinations, following a power lawj2(t);t1/4. By tracking disclinations during anneal-
ing with time-lapse atomic force microscopy, we observe dominant mechanisms of disclination annihilation
involving tripoles and quadrupoles~three and four disclinations, respectively!. We describe how annihilation
events involving multiple disclinations result in similarly reduced kinetic exponents as observed here. These
results map onto a wide variety of physical systems that exhibit similarly striped patterns.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

Striped patterns are produced by a variety of mechanis
including Rayleigh-Benard convection, ferrimagnetic rep
sion in garnet films, and biological growth such as that d
played by a zebra’s stripes@1#. The simplest realization of a
nondriven striped system is the two-dimensional~2D! smec-
tic liquid crystal, which consists of liquidlike order along on
axis and a mass density wave along an orthogonal axis@Fig.
1~a!#. Though there are few suitable experimental reali
tions of this system, it has been a focus of theoretical w
since being discussed by several seminal papers two dec
ago@2–4#. In equilibrium and at a nonzero temperature, a
smectic is predicted to have short-range translational o
with quasi-long-range orientational order. A Kosterlit
Thouless transition is predicted to occur as disclinations
bind at elevated temperatures, destroying orientational o
@5,6#. @Figure 1~b!#. However, little is known about the ki
netics and mechanism by which order evolves in a 2D sm
tic or striped system after being quenched from the dis
dered state, the focus of this work. This is experimenta
relevant as many systems are quenched from the disord
region of the phase diagram and the degree of order dep
largely upon the controlling parameters of kinetics, e
time, temperature, and boundary conditions rather than t
modynamic quantities.

An experimental system possessing the symmetry of a
smectic must meet certain rigorous conditions for elucidat
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pattern coarsening dynamics. The optimal experimental s
tem must be easily imaged, large enough to produce dislo
tions and disclinations~translational and orientational topo
logical defects, discussed in Sec. II E!, free from edge
effects, and either be freely suspended or tailored such
the microstructures do not couple to any potential field fro
a substrate. Since translational order is precluded thermo
namically in a 2D smectic it is the development of orien
tional order which dominates the pattern coarsening kine
@3#. As we shall show, the growth of orientational order
dominated by the annihilation of disclinations. Previous
vestigations have been limited to smaller systems~e.g.,
Rayleigh-Benard convection cells! with less than 102 repeat
spacings. These allowed for the study of dislocation inter
tions but not that of disclinations. Without investigating th
interaction of disclinations, the full story of pattern coarse
ing could not be elucidated. In contrast, our use of a copo
mer system has satisfied all of these constraints and allo
us to examine coarsening in a system with a lateral ex
greater than 105 repeat spacings. This system contains up
108 disclinations with a dislocation density approximately
order of magnitude higher. By tracking and analyzing t
motion and annihilation events of both types of defects
multaneously we develop insight into the dominant mec
nisms of coarsening. We measure and explain at1/4 power
law for the growth of the correlation length via an une
pected coarsening mechanism involving annihilation eve
involving multiple disclinations.

B. Block copolymer microdomains as a model 2D smectic

Block copolymers consist of two or more homogeneo
but chemically distinct blocks that have been connected w
a covalent bond. For components that are sufficiently d
similar, microphase separation occurs in the melt where
volume fraction largely sets the microdomain morpholog
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e.g., lamellas, gyroid, cylinders, or spheres. A good introd
tion to the history and physics of block copolymers can
found in the articles by Bates and co-workers@7,8#. A more
recent review of the physics of thin copolymer films can
found in the work by Fasolka and Mayes@9#. Block copoly-
mer morphologies adopt a polydomain configuration wh
the grains are on the order of microns. While these syst
have been industrially useful in forming plastic elastom
for several decades, careful studies of the phase diag
have emerged only within the past decade. Investigation
microdomain morphology have been carried out via sm
angle x-ray scattering, neutron scattering, atomic force
croscopy, and electron microscopy. Our work has focused
real-space studies of thin films of microdomains for th
ultimate use as lithographic masks. To this end we develo

FIG. 1. ~a! The smecticA phase where the nematogens~rodlike
species! periodicially arrange themselves~repeat spacingd) along

the x̂ direction to form a mass density wave but with liquidlik

order along theŷ direction. A 2D smectic consists of one layer
nematogens~shown! but for a 3D smectic the regions of high ma
density extend into and out of the page. While nematogens h
traditionally consisted of nanometer-sized hydrocarbons, cop
mers with significantly longer chains produce structures with si
lar symmetries.~b! At zero temperature, 2D smectics exhibit lon
range orientational and translational order. We indicate
respective correlation functions here asg2(r ) and gG(r ). At non-
zero temperatures and at length scales less than average sp
between dislocations~denotedjd), thermal fluctuations lower the
translational order to short range while maintaining long-range
entational order. At greater length scales~greater thanjd), disloca-
tions lower the orientational order to quasi-long-range. A Kosterl
Thouless transition consisting of disclination unbinding occurs a
critical temperature, destroying orientational order. The critical te
perature is close to the order-disorder temperature (TODT) for our
copolymer system. Rather than focusing on equilibrium pheno
ena, we examine the kinetics of a copolymer system during pat
coarsening below its disordering temperature.
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techniques which quickly and reliably obtained images
microdomains in thin films~see Sec. II C! which are typi-
cally spun onto silicon wafers, a sample preparation met
incompatible with traditional transmission electron micro
copy imaging techniques. In the course of this work,
ascertained that a single layer of cylindrical microdoma
has the same symmetries as a 2D smectic system, w
enables us to study the classic 2D smectic in an unexpe
realization with the desirable properties mentioned in
preceding section. In what follows, we will develop the an
ogy between polymeric structures and classic liquid crys
symmetry.

Though standard smectic liquid crystals consist of a m
density wave with a single molecular component, two co
ponent systems~such as the two blocks of our model copol
mer system! create structures with consistent symmetr
@10#. For example, copolymers that contain blocks of a
proximately equal volume produce lamellar microdomains
bulk @Fig. 2~a!#. This structure is the three-dimensional c
polymer analog of the classical structure shown in Fig.
where the copolymer chain composition plays the role
mass density. The low and high mass density regions of
1~a! then, respectively, correspond to each of the two po
mer blocks of Fig. 2~a!. The amphiphilic nature of copoly
mers dictates that the repeat unit is two molecules, an
formally denoted smecticA22.

The two-dimensional analog of this bulk copolymer stru
ture would consist of a slice perpendicular to the sho
planes with a thickness of approximately one radius of gy
tion so as to contain a single layer of polymers@schematized
without showing the individual chains in Fig. 2~b!#. How-
ever, the well-known difference in the surface tensions of
two blocks would make such a structure difficult to create,
one block or another would preferentially wet the polyme
air or polymer-substrate surfaces@11#. Hence an alternative
microdomain structure~cylindrical, produced by an asym
metrical copolymer where the minority block volume fra
tion is around 0.25) was employed, which consists o
single layer of cylindrical microdomains and is schema
cized in Fig. 3~A!. This schematic was previously asce
tained by dynamic secondary ion mass spectrometry@12#.
Here the polymer chains are not individually drawn but t
light and dark regions of Fig. 2~a! correspond to the light and
dark regions of Fig. 3~a!. The cylinders consist of polyme
block A ~darker! in a matrix ofB ~lighter!. Note that Fig. 1~b!
is analogous to a cross sectional slice along the symm
plane of Fig. 3~a!. Cylindrical microdomains~and hence
polymers! are confined in the thin film such that only later
distortions and diffusion are possible. The cylindrical micr
domains adopt an orientation parallel to the substrate du
wetting constraints and are characterized by a mass de
wave consistent with the symmetries of the 2D smecticA
22 liquid crystal. Note also the polymer wetting layers o
the top and bottom surfaces which separate the microdom
polymers from the surfaces@12,13#. Polymer chains that may
be pinned at the interface by a chemical reaction there
have a minimal effect on the motion of polymers in the m
crodomains. A representative scanning electron microsc
image of the stripelike microdomains is shown in Fig. 3~b!,
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DYNAMICS OF PATTERN COARSENING IN A TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
with several topological defects identified. The light and da
regions in the scarring electron microscope~SEM! micro-
graph of Fig. 3~b! correspond to a plan view of the cylinde
and matrix in Fig. 3~a!. The larger length scale of the repe
unit ~tens of nanometers! of block copolymer systems ove
traditional nanometer-sized liquid crystals allows for surpr
ingly greater ease in high resolution imaging~either by
atomic force or scanning electron microscopy!, facilitating
our experimental work.

Since an entire three-in silicon wafer can be coated wit
single layer of 20-nm-sized microdomains, the sample sp
an extent of 106 repeat spacings. In practice1

2 -in-sized pieces
were used but these smaller samples still span an ex
greater than 105 repeat spacings. To our knowledge, blo
copolymer systems are the only nondissipative striped
tems where edge effects can be fully negated~via the large
system size! and thousands of disclinations can be observ

FIG. 2. ~a! A symmetrical block copolymer melt, where eac
block occupies an equal volume fraction, produces a lamella
smecticA22 liquid crystal. Here we have schematicized one blo
with thick lines ~dark background! and the other with thin lines
~light background!. The polymer chains adopt liquid order in th

x̂-ẑ planes and a mass density wave perpendicular to the pl

along theŷ axis. The amphiphilic nature of the polymer dictat
that the repeat unit is two polymer chains.~b! The classic represen
tation of a two-dimensional smectic where we denote regions
high and low mass density with dark and light regions. This tw
dimensional smectic is consistent with a slice through panel~a! in

the x̂-ŷ plane orŷ-ẑ plane, where the orientational undulations ha
been removed. We do not draw the chains here but denote
variation in chemical composition with the background color.
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making them optimal for studying coarsening dynami
However, the 20 nm length scale also has the drawback
nonoptical techniques are needed for imaging purposes, f
ing one to use more time-consuming scanning techniq
which are not trulyin situ. However, the complementar
techniques of atomic force microscopy and scanning elec
microscopy provide sufficient information to measure bo
the kinetics and dynamics, albeit separately.

C. Previous studies of kinetics with block copolymers

Though the fundamental morphologies of block copo
mer microdomains have been well studied for decades,
factors that determine the range of orientational and tran
tional order~grain size! have only recently been examine
Ordering kinetics have been examined in bulk samples, b
mechanistic understanding of coarsening dynamics has fa
to emerge. Coarsening kinetics in polystyrene-polyisopr
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FIG. 3. ~a! Schematic of one layer of polyisoprene~darker! cyl-
inders in a polystyrene matrix on a silicon substrate. Note the lay
of polyisoprene wetting the free and confined surfaces. The PI la
wetting the upper surface is uniformly removed by reactive
etching to allow for optimal imaging of the cylinders undernea
Note that ~b! is consistent with a slice though the midplane
symmetry plane of a single layer of cylinders, imparting the sy
metry of a 2D smectic to these cylinders.~b! SEM image of cylin-
ders lying parallel to the substrate, where contrast is provided
selective staining of the polyisoprene cylinders, which app
lighter in the image. A1 1

2 disclination is centered in the left circle
a 2

1
2 disclination is centered in the right circle, and an element

dislocation is enclosed in the smaller lower circle. Contrast
been enhanced by averaging the electron yield parallel to the c
der axes. Bar5400 nm.
6-3
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CHRISTOPHER HARRISONet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
systems have been studied by Balsara and co-workers in
via depolarized light scattering@14,15#, finding a slowing of
grain growth with time, which was suggested to occur via
pinning of microdomains at grain boundaries. Using a sim
lar technique, Amundson and Helfand studied the deve
ment of order in a polystyrene-poly~methyl methacyrlate! co-
polymer system under the influence of an electric field@16#.
Calculations were carried out to examine the feasibility
various coarsening mechanisms under the influence o
electric field@10#. However, the lack of real-space observ
tions on the dynamics limited these researchers’ abilities
elucidate the dynamics. Additionally, these bulk~3D! studies
introduced many complications concerning defect mot
which are eliminated in 2D studies. Therefore we focus
research on real-space studies of the coarsening of cop
mer microdomain patterns in thin films whose microdom
pattern is essentially two dimensional.

D. Technological motivation

The most pressing application for understanding patt
formation in 2D smectics is block copolymer lithography—
process that uses self-assembled patterns~such as single lay-
ers of cylinders or spheres! as a template to fabricate device
at the nanometer length scale@17–19#. For example, when
the 2D smectic template consisting of one layer of cylind
is used as a mask via block copolymer lithography, the c
relation length~domain or grain size! of the ordered pattern
dictates the length over which the cylinders can effectiv
be used as wires for connections. Alternatively, the addr
ability of an array of spheres for information storage depe
upon developing translational order over large grains. O
motivation is therefore for both fundamental understand
of pattern coarsening and an application which we and o
groups have used to pattern a variety of semiconductors@20#,
template metal ‘‘necklaces’’ for transport measurements@21#,
produce an unprecedented density of metal dots for infor
tion storage@22#, and most recently, fabricate InGaAs/GaA
quantum dots for laser emission@23#.

E. Controlled means of ordering

While we focus here on pattern development and
growth of grains, other efforts have developed means of c
trolling microdomain orientation. Jaeger and co-workers@24#
controlled the microdomain orientation in thin films in sma
regions ~square microns! with isolated electrodes, and th
has been more recently extended to larger areas with a
terdigitated set of electrodes@25#. Thurn-Albrecht and co-
workers have used electric fields from parallel platelike el
trodes to macroscopically orient a thin film of cylindric
microdomains over macroscopic areas~square centimeter! to
align perpendicular to the substrate@26,27#. Segalman,
Yokoyama, and Kramer have recently examined the in
ence of an edge on the alignment of spherical micrdoma
@28#. Additionally, macroscopic orientation of the copolym
microdomains in thin films is being investigated by dire
tional crystallization and by applying pressure@29,30#. While
these efforts are designed to control the local or macrosc
control of the microdomain orientation for the purposes
01170
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technological applications, this task will be aided by a p
tern which is well ordered, the focus of this paper.

F. Overview of paper

We present an overview of this paper’s organizational l
out here. In Sec. II we describe the polymer synthesis, t
film preparation, electron and atomic force microscopy i
aging techniques, and methodology for correlation funct
measurements. In Sec. III, we examine the coarsening
cess by measuring the time dependence of the orientati
correlation length, disclination density, and dislocation de
sity. We show that the correlation length follows the avera
distance between disclinations, suggesting that disclina
annihilation drives the coarsening process. Disclinations
dislocations are tracked in Sec. IV and multidisclinati
~greater than 2! annihilations are shown to drive the grow
of the correlation length. Section V discusses a model t
incorporates the observed coarsening process and result
similar kinetic exponent as observed. We also compare
results with those from previous simulations and discuss
ther work along these lines, which warrants investigation.
Sec. VI, we attempt to extrapolate the equlibrium propert
of the copolymer system by first showing the existence
long-range orientational order and short-range translatio
order. We use the strain fields of disclinations and dislo
tions to measure the ratios of elastic constantsK3 /K1 ~bend/
splay! and K1 /B̄ ~bend/layer compression!. Finally, in Sec.
VII we draw attention to the similarity of the microdomai
pattern to that of fingerprints~dermatoglyphs! and discuss
the relationship between pattern formation in the two s
tems.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Polymer synthesis

Asymmetric polystyrene-polyisoprene~PS-PI! copoly-
mers were synthesized via living anionic polymerizati
with a mass of 30 kg/mole for the PS block and 11 kg/m
for the PI block to form PI cylinders in a PS matrix@denoted
SI 30-11, chemical structure shown in Fig. 4~a!# @31#. This
copolymer was synthesized in a cyclohexane/benzene~90/10
v/v! mixture to yield a 90% 1,4 content in the polyisopre
block. The microdomains formed by this polymer were stu
ied by scanning electron microscopy. Gel permeation ch
matography~GPC! revealed a polydispersity of 1.04 and th
absence of polymers, which inadvertently terminated bef
the addition of the second block. The upper glass transi
temperature (Tg) was measured to be 367 K by differenti
scanning calorimetry~DSC!.

For atomic force microscopy, another PS-PI diblock w
synthesized and the polyisoprene block was saturated
hydrogen to form poly~ethylene-alt-propylene! @Fig. 4~b!#
@32#. This hydrogenated copolymer, denoted PS-PEP 5-13
less prone to degradation during annealing, as all dou
bonds were saturated. Small angle x-ray scattering confirm
that PS-PEP 5-13 consists of PS cylinders in a PEP ma
the morphological inverse of SI 30-11. At room temperatu
the PEP block is above itsTg and is rubbery while the PS
6-4
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DYNAMICS OF PATTERN COARSENING IN A TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
block is below itsTg and is glassy. The higher of the tw
Tg’s is referred to as the upperTg and was measured by DS
to be 330 K. This difference in moduli of the two block
gives rise to the contrast observed by atomic force micr
copy. Since this is more novel than the synthesis employe
the previous diblock we include more detail here. The hyd
genation was conducted in cyclohexane at a polymer con
tration of about 10 g/l in a 2-l Parr batch reactor. To sel
tively hydrogenate the polyisoprene block, a homogene
Ni-Al co-catalyst was prepared by combining 30 ml of 0.1M
nickel 2-ethylhexanoate in cyclohexane with 10 ml of 1.0M
triethylaluminum in hexanes under a dry nitrogen atm
sphere. The cocatalyst was injected into the reactor, and
drogenation was carried out at 350–360 K and 400–500
hydrogen for 5 days. The catalyst was removed by vigor
stirring with a 10% solution of aqueous citric acid until th
dark catalyst color disappeared. The polymer was then
cipitated into acetone/methanol. Using 1 H nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy, the level of polyisoprene satura
was determined to be greater than 99% with no detect
saturation of the polystyrene block. GPC analysis reveale
polydispersity of 1.042. In certain cases, atomic force mic
scope images of the resulting copolymer revealed an u
ceptably high level of remaining alumina particles. The
were removed by repeating the citric acid wash.

FIG. 4. Chemical composition of diblock copolymers and pr
cipal means of pattern investigation.~a! Polystyrene-polyisoprene
~PS-PI 30-11! was investigated by scanning electron microsco
The number of PS and PI monomers are indicated bym andn and
are on average 286 and 162, respectively.~b! Polystyrene-
poly~ethylene-alt-propylene! ~PS-PEP 5-13! was investigated by
atomic force microscopy. The number of PS and PEP monomer
indicated byp andq and are on average 48 and 186, respective
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While a strict comparison of the kinetics of these tw
copolymers would be inappropriate due to their different m
lecular weights, their segregation strengths are similar, s
gesting that similar coarsening mechanisms would be
work in a thin film of either copolymer. To calculate th
segregation strengths, we start with the interaction ene
densities. The measured interaction energy densities for
PS-PI and PS-PEP copolymers, as obtained by Laiet al. are
listed below@33#:

XPS-PI520.3011013/T, ~2.1!

XPS-PEP50.5711655/T. ~2.2!

We calculate the segregation strengthxN of the copoly-
mer blocks via the usual equation below, whereR is the gas
constant andr is the average density of the copolymers,

xN5X~Mw /rRT!. ~2.3!

Using the average densities of these copolymers as
sented by Fetters and co-workers,xN528 at 413 K for both
copolymers, the middle of the three temperatures exami
here@34#.

Though the molecular weights of the two copolyme
studied here differ by a factor of 2, their repeat spacingsd,
distance from adjacent cylinder centers! differ by no more
than 25%. The repeat spacing for SI 30-11 is 25 nm~as
measured by SEM! and 20 nm for PS-PEP 5-13@as measured
by atomic force microscopy~AFM!#. Both of these systems
are strongly segregated (xN@10, whereN is the number of
monomers per chain!, for which the repeat spacing depen
upon molecular weight as

d;Mw
2/3x1/6b, ~2.4!

whereb is the statistical segment length@35#. While the large
difference in molecular weights favors a disparate rep
spacing, it is mitigated by both the interaction parametex
and the statistical segment lengthb in the above equation to
produce copolymers with similar repeat spacings@34#.

B. Wafer treatment and spin coating

Silicon wafers~Silicon Quest International! were cleaned
by vigorous washing in boiling acetone, trichloroethylen
and isopropyl alcohol. The native oxide was dissolved b
brief dip in buffered oxide etch and then reoxidized wi
pure nitric acid. The details of this procedure can be found
an earlier publication@36#. Copolymers were applied to
carbon-coated~Denton Vacuum carbon coater, model DV
502! or bare silicon substrates via spin coating from a dilu
solution ~typically 1%! in toluene, a good solvent for bot
blocks. The thickness of one layer of cylindrical micr
domains for SI 30-11 was 50 nm. The thickness of one la
of cylindrical microdomains for PS-PEP 5-13 was 30 n
After annealing, terracing at discrete thicknesses was
served in spin-coated samples of noncommensurate th
nesses@37#. Sample sizes were typically on the order of a
cm.
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CHRISTOPHER HARRISONet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
C. Microscopy techniques employed

Both SEM and AFM were employed as complementa
techniques to characterize pattern coarsening. The SEM
the ability to obtain high resolution images of large areas
the sample, making it suitable for accurate correlation len
measurements. SEM images also suffered from less di
tion ~such as skew! than AFM images. However, the osmiu
tetroxide staining process used to provide electron cont
arrests all polymer dynamics, making it unsuitable for stu
ing the dynamics of individual defects. Additionally, th
polymer film etching necessary for optimal imaging dama
the polymer chains~see Sec. II C 1!. Disclination and dislo-
cation motion, therefore, were studied by time-lapse AF
using a method that does not alter or damage the sam
While the AFM could, in principle, measure grain sizes
stitching together many high resolution images of small
eas, in practice this tends to be impossible due to distort
in the image due to hysteresis of the piezos used for p
tioning the sample. While the mechanisms of image gen
tion differ dramatically from SEM to AFM, the cylinder
appear lighter for both cases and hence all images prese
here. We organize the remainder of the sample prepara
techniques along the microscopy technique employed.

1. Scanning electron microscopy

For scanning electron microscopy, order was induc
through vacuum annealing~better than 1025 torr) above the
glass transition temperature~measured by differential scan
ning calorimetry as 367 K!. The vacuum probe consisted o
an aluminum pipe~chosen for its good thermal conductivity!
evacuated with an oil-based diffusion pump backed with
roughing pump. Aluminum shelves were attached to the
side of the pipe for placement of copolymer-coated silic
wafer samples. Good thermal contact between the sili
wafers and the stage was assured by liberal use of the
grease. The temperature was monitored by a thermistor
the pressure was monitored by an ion discharge tube@38#.
The vacuum pipe had a skirt built around it to seal the fr
of a vacuum oven~Fisher Scientific Model 280!, in effect
functioning as the oven door. Vacuum annealing produce
pattern which is schematically shown in Fig. 3~a!. After an-
nealing, microdomains were preferentially stained with v
pors of OsO4 ~Polyscience, Inc.! for at least 2 h to provide
contrast for electron microscopy. The microdomain patt
was examined with an imaging technique which uniform
etches away the surface of the structure schematized in F
for imaging with a SEM. The details of the etching and im
aging technique employed can be found elsewhere, but
briefly describe the procedure here@12,39,40#. Optimal im-
aging contrast was found by etching away 12 nm of
polymer film with low power, low pressure, CF4-based reac-
tive ion etching@39# ~Applied Materials, Inc.! to expose the
microdomains to the surface. Images of the exposed mi
domains were then obtained with a low voltage, high reso
tion Zeiss 982 SEM. Optimal imaging was typically foun
with an operating voltage of 1 kV, a 3 mmworking distance,
a spotsize of 3, and by mixing both secondary and backs
tered electrons. The SEM allowed us to image large area
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the polymer film at high resolution for accurate measu
ments of the average grain size. As OsO4 staining arrests the
coarsening process, multiple specimens were anneale
parallel for varying times prior to staining to follow th
coarsening kinetics. Figure 3~b! shows a representative im
age where the stained PI cylinders appear lighter due
higher electron yield and can be seen lying parallel to
substrate. The microdomain repeat spacingd is 25 nm, as
measured from the wave number of dominant intensity
Fourier space. The longest annealing time attainable du
our experiments is limited by the onset of polymer degra
tion, which occurred sooner at higher annealing tempe
tures. Polymer degradation was monitored by gel permea
chromatography analysis of polymers annealed in para
Polymer degradation was immediately evident with SEM
a diminished contrast between the stained microdomains
matrix. Further annealing and hence degradation resulte
disordered microdomains, and in some cases, evolution
cylinders to disordered spheres. We report here data o
from polymers which exhibited no degradation.

2. Atomic force microscopy

For atomic force microscopy, spin-coated samples w
imaged at ambient temperature, annealed above the uppTg
in air on a temperature-controlled heater stage mounted
the AFM @41#. and then reimaged after cooling. Phase co
trast between the microdomains and the matrix disappe
for temperatures above the upperTg , suggesting that phas
contrast originates from the difference in moduli of the tw
blocks. By repeating this cycle dozens of times and reim
ing the same area we observed the annihilation processe
disclinations. While previous AFM investigations of bloc
copolymers have investigated the microscopics of mic
domain joining and scission@42#, we focused our attention
on events concerning defect annihilation where the patter
sufficiently well ordered that identification of topological d
fects is straightforward. To this end samples were anneale
temperatures up to 383 K for many hours to produce w
ordered patterns. While annealing unsaturated polydienes
der these conditions in air typically causes degradation, h
the saturated PEP showed no evidence of degradation.

We chose to study the relatively low molecular weig
PS-PEP 5-13~compared to SI 30-11! via AFM because its
smaller chain length minimizes the distance between the
face and the microdomains thereby facilitating satisfact
imaging. While microdomains submerged beneath the
face can be easily imaged for this low molecular weight P
PEP copolymer, the larger length scale of higher molecu
weight copolymers of similar chemical composition w
shown to submerge the microdomains sufficiently below
top surface such that images of the microdomains were
possible to obtain. This was demonstrated by comparing
PS sphere forming copolymers, the lower molecular wei
PS-PEP 3-22~synthesized in a manner consistent with P
PEP 5-13!, and the much higher molecular weight PS-PI 1
69, a commercially available diblock copolymer~synthesized
by Gary Marchand for Dexco Polymers!. AFM scans of the
free surface of PS-PI 10-69 copolymer films~prepared as
described in Sec. II,B! yielded little or no contrast of the
6-6
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DYNAMICS OF PATTERN COARSENING IN A TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
microdomains underneath. SEM scans of OsO4 stained
samples yielded similar results. While we were able to e
away the surface wetting layer to subsequently image
submerged microdomains~as with the RIE/SEM technique!
via AFM or SEM, this damaged the copolymer chains a
altered the sample chemistry. However, the lower molec
weight PS-PEP 3-22 copolymer produced excellent ph
contrast by AFM without reactive ion etching. The line
line repeat spacing of hexagonally packed PS spheres in
or PEP matrix, as measured by the dominant wave numb
Fourier space, was 22 nm for PS-PEP 3-22 and 33 nm
PS-PEP 10-69. Evidently this 50% increase in repeat spa
dramatically decreases the ability to sense microdomain
it shifted the thickness for one layer of microdomains fro
30 nm to 60 nm for 3-22 and 10-69, respectively By sele
ing copolymers with lower molecular weights~such as PS-
PEP 5-13!, the distance from the microdomains to the fr
surface is reduced and the tip can obtain satisfactory ima
without etching.

Tapping mode AFM~Digital Instruments model IIIA! was
employed with tapping mode OTESPA~Digital Instruments!
silicon tips. Each tip was initially tuned so as to find a su
able resonance frequency, usually around 250 kHz. The R
target amplitude during tuning was set with a correspond
magnitude of 2 v. The RMS amplitude of the piezo-driven
typically decreased by about 25% upon engaging@43#. For
the purposes of optimal imaging, either the drive amplitu
was increased or the set point was decreased until sati
tory images were obtained. The magnitudes of these cha
varied from tip to tip. Optimal contrast was found with pha
mode imaging though microdomain contrast was observe
height images when the AFM was operated with a high dr
amplitude. Care was taken to operate the AFM with the le
amount of tapping force as higher driving amplitudes sco
the polymer film. On average one out of three tips as p
chased produced satisfactory images. Though the tip ho
was removed during annealing to prevent deposition of
pors on the tip, we found upon replacing the tip holder t
registry could be maintained to better than 2mm. Further
registry during each annealing cycle was obtained with
low density of fiducial marks consisting of alumina particl
introduced by the hydrogenation process. In certain ca
aqueous solutions of silica particles were spin coated on
PS-PEP films to act as additional fiducial marks.

Though satisfactory AFM images of block copolymer m
crodomains were obtained where the matrix was rubbery,
were unable to obtain images from copolymers where
matrix was glassy@such as with SI 30-11 shown in Fig. 3~a!#.
We suggest that the tip was unable to penetrate the gl
polystyrene matrix in this case to sense the rubbery mic
domains underneath.

D. Data analysis: Correlation length measurements

Data analysis of SEM or AFM images was perform
with algorithms written inVISUAL C11 ~Microsoft! on a PC-
clone computer@36,44#. We describe our algorithms briefl
here. Zeiss SEM images~typically 10243768 pixels! were
directly saved as 8-bit gray scale TIFF file formats. AF
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images (5123512 pixels! were flattened~third order polyno-
mial fit!, contrast enhanced, and then exported as sim
TIFF files. All images were then Fourier filtered to remo
high frequency noise and low frequency intensity variatio
Next, the microdomain cylinder orientation was obtained
measuring the local intensity gradient~averaged over an are
of d2). To enhance contrast in some cases, the intensity fi
of microdomain images were locally averaged along the
rection of the microdomains, which provided a surprising
good improvement to the image quality. Correlation fun
tions were measured only from images without such lo
directional smoothing. We produce an orientational fie
u(rW) for each image while taking account of the twofo
degeneracy of this cylinder in orientation with respect to
gradients@44#. With this field we generate a continuous ord
parameter fieldc(rW), defined as below,

c~rW !5exp@2iu~rW !#, ~2.5!

where rW is position andu is the microdomain orientation
~similar to a director! @36#.

The orientational correlation functiong2(r ) was then cal-
culated from the order parameter field in the usual w
where the angular brackets below imply averaging corre
tion pairs at a given distance over all angles. We note that
correlation function was directly calculated from correlati
pairs, rather than via by converting to Fourier space via
usual Wiener-Khintchine shortcut to avoid introducing a
artifacts in the correlation function, especially at large se
ration distances@45#,

g2~ urWu!5^c~0W !c~rW !&. ~2.6!

The orientational correlation lengthj2 was measured by fit-
ting g2(urWu) with e2urWu/j2. Error bars were estimated by th
variation inj2 from the many images taken of each samp

We also measured the orientational correlation leng
both parallel (j i) and perpendicular (j') to the microdomain
axis orientation. This was done by locally measuring the m
crodomain orientation at each position and then measu
the decay of the correlation intensityg2(r ) parallel to the
microdomain and perpendicular to the microdomain, resp
tively. Checks were performed on artificially created imag
~such as stripes with a uniform orientation! to verify that
these correlation functions were rigorously defined.

The translational order parameter was determined
choosing a region free from disclinations and Fourier tra
forming to measure the dominant wave numberGW . It was
found to be more convenient to macroscopically orient
cylinders to be parallel to one axis of the image so that o
one component ofGW was nonzero. The image was the
thresholded and skeletonized~Image Processing Toolkit, by
Reindeer Games, running in AdobePHOTOSHOP5.5! to locate
the center of the cylinders. We conventionally define t
translational order parameter as

cGW ~rW !5exp@ iGW •rW !]. ~2.7!
6-7
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CHRISTOPHER HARRISONet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
The translational correlation functiongG(urWu) was deter-
mined in the usual way. Again, the angular brackets imp
itly imply averaging over correlation pairs with no prefe
ence to direction~azimuthally averaged!,

gG~ urWu!5^cGW ~0!cGW ~rW !&. ~2.8!

The translational correlation lengthjG was measured
from the characteristic decay length ofgG(urWu) when fit to an
exponential function.

The correlation functions were used to determine
range of translational and orientational order in the imag
For accurate measurements of the range of short-range
entational order, mutiple images~typically four! of each
sample were obtained from random sample locations w
away from the edge. The size of the image and the resolu
level was chosen such that the repeat spacingd was at least
six pixels and the width and height were at least ten corr
tion lengths.

E. Data analysis: Locating topological defects

Both orientational and translational defects were exa
ined. To locate orientational defects, such as6 1

2 disclina-
tions, closed path integrals of the variation of the mic
domain angle u(r ) were performed throughout th
microdomain orientational field. If the integral over a cou
terclockwise closed path about a potential disclination c
equalled6p, then it was identified as a disclination of th
respective sign. This condition is formally written as~where
s is path length!

R ]u

]s
]s56p. ~2.9!

For example,1 1
2 disclinations were identified with path

consisting ofp rotations,2 1
2 disclinations were identified

with paths consisting of2p rotations. The density of discli
nations of either sign is denoted byr6 . Further details as to
the actual implementation of this algorithm can be found
the thesis by one of us@44#.

Elementary dislocations were identified by decomposit
into two closely spaced12 disclinations of opposite sign@46#.
The dislocation density is denotedre . Dislocations of all
orientations were counted, and their proximity to disclin
tions was identified by calculating a dislocation-disclinat
correlation functionh(r ),

h~ urWu!5^r61/2~0!re~rW !&/^r61/2~0!&. ~2.10!

h(urWu) measures the dislocation density as a function of d
tance from a disclination of either sign. When counting d
locations, a proximity-based cutoff was imposed such t
disclinations would not be identified as dislocations.
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III. COARSENING KINETICS

A. Introduction

In order to characterize the coarsening kinetics, an en
3-in. silicon wafer was spin coated with SI 30-11 from
dilute polymer solution~less than 1% by weight! at a thick-
ness~50 nm! equal to one layer of microdomains. This wa
broken into many centimeter-sized samples, which were
nealed in parallel. The as-cast microdomain pattern was
ordered as confirmed by SEM and AFM. The rapid conc
tration of the polymer via evaporation during spin coating
analogous to a quench of the polymeric system from a
ordered high temperature state to an ordered~albeit glassy!
low temperature state. Samples were annealed for var
lengths of time~1–300 h!, stained, and examined by SEM t
quantitatively characterize the degree of microdomain ord
Many images were collected per sample at random locat
to estimate the variance in the measured quantities. We
port here the results on carbon-coated substrates, but film
bare substrates yielded consistent results but with a lo
degree of order for the same annealing time, most likely d
to a lower diffusion constant@44#.

B. Azimuthally Averaged Correlation Lengths

The azimuthally averaged orientational correlation len
(j2) of the cylindrical microdomain pattern was measured
a function of annealing time by fitting the orientational co
relation function g2(r ) with an exponential decay. Two
sample correlation functions are shown in Fig. 5, where
thin line corresponds to a sample annealed for 1 h and the
thick line to one annealed 111 h at 443 K. Correlation leng
of 145 and 478 nm were measured here and the increas
j2 with time reflects the coarsening of the microdomain p
tern during annealing.

Using this analysis technique, three annealing tempe
tures~443 K, 413 K, and 398 K! were examined and the tim
dependence of the correlation lengths are plotted in Fig. 6~a!
as closed circles, open circles, and squares, respectively
the upper two annealing temperatures, a power law can
seen where the best fits are shown with solid lines. The d
is well fit by a power lawj2(t);t0.256 0.02 at 443 K and a

FIG. 5. Orientational correlation functionsg2(r ) for samples
annealed for 1 h~thin line! and 111 h~thick line!. The correlation
functions are fit with an exponential decay exp(2r/j2) and reveal
correlation lengths of 145 and 478 nm for short and long times
6-8
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DYNAMICS OF PATTERN COARSENING IN A TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
power lawj2(t);t0.256 0.02 at 413 K, suggesting a kineti
exponent of 1/4. Longer annealing times were prohibited
the onset of polymer degradation. For the lower tempera
~398 K!, the correlation length deviates from a power la

FIG. 6. ~a! Orientational correlation length for SI 30-11 as
function of time. The lowest data set, consisting of filled squar
corresponds to 398 K. For the remainder of the data, the o
symbols correspond to 413 K and the closed symbols correspon
443 K. The solid lines are produced by fitting a power law to t
data. The measured kinetic exponent for the 443-K data is 0
60.03 and for the 413-K data is 0.2560.03. The 398-K data is
closest to the glass transition temperature, which may explain
deviation from power law behavior. Data from this set was su
ciently disordered that topological defects were difficult to ident
Inset: Plot ofj2(t) where the time axis for 413 K and 443 K hav
been multiplied by the WLF shift factors of 18 and 797~see text!.
Symbols indicate same temperatures as in larger graph. Note
the correlation length for the two upper temperatures nicely falls
a master curve but the lower temperature does not.~b! The average
spacing between disclinations as a function of annealing time
the data sets shown in panel~a!. The closed circles correspond t
443 K, the open circles to 413 K, and the squares to 398 K.
interdefect spacing was measured fromr6

21/2, wherer6 is the dis-
clination density of the respective sign. Due to their similar valu
almost all data points ofr1

21/2 lie directly on r2
21/2 ~not shown!.

Note that the correlation length increases with the same power
as that for the interdisclination spacing, implying that disclinati
annihilation dominates the coarsening process. Also note tha
magnitudes ofr6

21/2 are similar toj2.
01170
y
re

dependence with a significantly lowered coarsening rate.
pattern is sufficiently disordered over the entire range of
398 K anneal that the average spacing of topological def
is on the order of one repeat spacingd525 nm and the
interaction forces derived from linear elastic strain theo
break down. Consequently, if the 1/4 exponent obser
from the upper two annealing temperatures is produced
interactions of topological defects, we should expect a d
ferent coarsening exponent here, perhaps dominated by o
effects, such as polymer diffusion. Additionally, the clos
proximity of the glass transition temperature—which m
have a dramatically broadened transition in thin films as
posed to bulk—may play a role here@47#. Lastly, at the ear-
liest times~1–2 h!, the poor contrast observed between t
PI cylinders and the PS matrix via SEM may result fro
incomplete microphase separation—the PI may still be s
nificantly mixed with the PS.

Polymer properties that measure a relevant time sca
such as diffusivity, viscosity, or here a correlation length
are often described by the William-Landel-Ferry~WLF!
equation. Though semiempirical in derivation, the WL
equation captures the activatedlike nature of polymer pr
erties in the vicinity of the glass transition temperature
markably well. We use this here to create a master curve
the correlation length’s time dependence~inset of Fig. 6!. In
order to create this master curve, we first calculate the
evant shift factorsaT via the WLF equation:

ln aT52c1
0~T2T0!/~c2

01T2T0!. ~3.1!

For PS (Tg5373 K!, the constants arec1
0513.7, c2

0

550.0, andT05373 @48#. Additionally, an appropriateTg
correction was applied asTg is depressed in the copolyme
~as compared to pure PS! by the PI block. The shift factors
for 413 K and 443 K are 18 and 797, respectively, and h
been used to multiply the time scale ofj2(t) for both tem-
peratures.j2(t) for the two upper temperatures nicely ma
onto a single line~with power law 1/4), butj2(t) for the
lower temperature significantly diverges. This suggests
similar physics drives pattern coarsening for sufficiently
dered microdomains (j2@1), but patterns with little or in-
sufficient order (398 K, j2;1) coarsen by other mecha
nisms.

Lastly, Lodge and co-workers@49# have measured the dif
fusivities of a PS-PI copolymer with similar molecula
weights over a wide temperature range. Rescaling the t
scale ofj2 by the diffusion constants we extrapolated do
not shift the curves sufficiently such that they overlap in
convincing manner, perhaps because of a sufficiently
similar value ofxN.

C. Orientational defects—disclinations

To understand the driving force for the development
orientational order we studied the role of orientational top
logical defects@46,50,51#. Disclinations were identified byp
rotations of the director field along a closed path abou
disclination core. We focused our attention on6 1

2 disclina-
tions ~orientational or winding number defects that cannot
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CHRISTOPHER HARRISONet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
removed through thermal fluctuations alone!, the dominant
orientational defects observed in our samples. Defects
other winding numbers were not observed with statisti
significance.

We first measured the densitiesr6 of 6 1
2 disclinations as

a function of time and temperature from the same data
shown in Fig. 3~a!. Examples of both1 1

2 and2 1
2 disclina-

tions are indicated in Fig. 3~b!. We found that pattern coars
ening reduces the density of defectsr6 as the correlation
length j2 increases. We plot the time dependence ofr1

21/2,
the average distance between disclination cores of the
spective signs in Fig. 6~b!. The magnitudes ofr1

21/2 and
r2

21/2 were virtually identical at all times and temperatur
such that visual comparison is difficult as each data lies
rectly on top of the other, allowing only one to be visibl
Here we only showr1

21/2. The interdisclination spacing ca
be seen to increase with the same power law asj2(t) shown
in Fig. 6~a!, indicating thatr;j2

22. Note also that the mag
nitudes ofj2 and r21/2 are within a geometrical factor o
each other~about 2!, confirming that the orientational orde
of the sample is dominated by orientational defects. T
similar values ofr1

21/2 andr2
21/2 throughout the experimen

suggest that the annihilation of disclinations of opposite s
is occurring, driving the growth ofj2. The low density of
disclinations~typically of order unity in each SEM image a
late times! contributes to the large error bars seen at l
times.

The similarity of j2(t) and r21/2(t) suggests that discli
nation annihilation dynamics are driving the increase in c
relation length. We suggest then that the key to understa
ing the coarsening process of stripes lies in ascertaining
interaction and annilhilation of defects, which is the focus
subsequent sections.

D. Correlation lengths perpendicular and parallel to
microdomains

In addition to the azimuthally averaged correlati
lengths, we measured the correlation lengths perpendic
(j') and parallel (j i) to the cylinder microdomain axis fo
the two higher annealing temperatures, which are show
Fig. 6~a! as up and down triangles, respectively. The ratio
j' /j i remained approximately constant (;1.5) during an-
nealing at 443 K as the microdomain orientation influen
was felt further perpendicular to the cylinder axis rather th
parallel to the axis, as dictated by the energy cost of e
type of distortion. As this measurement was made on a co
ening system, we do not interpret this ratio as an equilibri
property, but rather discuss the origin of this imbalance.

The higher value ofj' with respect toj i can be under-
stood by examining four highly idealized distortions: m
lecular splay, molecular bend, and both plus and minu1

2

disclinations. We first consider the case restricted to mole
lar splay only. Figure 7~a! shows a block copolymer patter
which is analogous to that shown by a 2D smectic. Here
schematicize the chemical composition as light and dark
gions @similar to Fig. 2~b!#; the molecular chains are show
as open and closed ellipses with an average orientation
pendicular to the interfaces. Since the distortion of the
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crodomain layers in Fig. 7~a! is classified as bend, this force
the distortion of the polymer chains to be molecular spl
Henceforth the distortion of splay and bend will always re
to the molecular distortion of the polymer chains. An e
ample of the perpendicular and parallel directions with
spect to the pattern is presented in Fig. 7~a!. For this situa-
tion, both j' and j i are long range~nonzero at distance
comparable to the image size!, but gi(r ) decays faster than
g'(r ). The microdomain orientation is parallel to thex̂ axis
at the crest or trough of the undulations. Proceeding al
the ŷ axis ~perpendicular!, the orientation of the micro-
domain remains parallel to thex̂ axis and the correlation
function remains high. Proceeding instead along thex̂ axis
~parallel!, the orientation of the microdomain fluctuates, d
creasing the correlation function. The regions of high cor

FIG. 7. Four configurations which we use to make argume
concerning correlation lengths perpendicular and parallel to the
crodomain orientation.~a! Molecular splay. The light and dark re
gions correspond to the regions of each of the two polymer bloc
The polymer chains are drawn as open and closed ellipses wit
average orientation perpendicular to the light-dark interfaces.
example of the parallel and perpendicular orientations at one lo
tion is given. In general, the parallel direction follows the region
light or dark and the perpendicular direction necessitates cros
into light then dark, etc. The microdomains undergo the distort
of bend, forcing the polymer chains into a configuration of molec
lar splay. This distortion, which is typically observed in smectic
results inj'.j i . ~b! Same as~a! but now with the polymer chains
distorted into molecular bend. This configuration involves lay
compression and expansion and is hence prohibitively energetic
costly. However, if this configuration were to exist, it would resu
in j',j i . ~c!–~d! Isolated disclinations@1

1
2 , panel~c!; 2

1
2 , panel

~d!# with defect cores in image centers. An example of the perp
dicular and parallel directions is indicated in panel~c!. Note the
higher density of dislocations~circled! in the strain fields of the
2

1
2 disclination in panel~d!. For both disclinations, we measur

j'.j i . Bar5200 nm.
6-10
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DYNAMICS OF PATTERN COARSENING IN A TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
lation however liftg'(r ) with respect togi(r ). Hence the
distortion of molecular splay produces a pattern wherej'

.j i . At length scales much geater than the wavelength
the undulations, the correlation function intensity@whether
g'(r ) or gi(r )# is comparable.

We next consider the case of molecular bend, the com
mentary strain field to splay. We schematicize a possible
crodomain configuration in Fig. 7~b!, which consists exclu-
sively of molecular bend~though the layers then exhib
splay!. This distortion would result in a pattern wherej i
.j' as the microdomains are perfectly straight and co
lated parallel to their orientation but not perpendicular
their orientation. In practice this configuration is never o
served as it involves compression and dilation of the la
spacing, which is prohibitively energetically costly as it i
volves distortions of the polymer chain size rather than
reorientation associated with molecular splay. However
this distortion took place, it would result in regions whe
j',j i .

Third, we consider the influence of a1 1
2 disclination on

the relative value of the correlation functions@Fig. 7~c!#. As
was shown in the following section, the block copolym
microdomain pattern is dominated by disclinations, so th
influence should be large. The energetic cost of molec
splay is relatively small as it only involves a reorientation
the molecules. However, the energetic cost of of layer co
pression and dilation~see earlier section! is relatively expen-
sive as it necessitates molecular elongation or contract
with an associated entropic penalty. This produces1 1

2 dis-
clination patterns which maintain a constant layer spac
due to the relatively high cost of molecular bend, but who
layers rotate byp around the disclination core~exhibiting
molecular splay! @52#. This pattern can be dislocation fre
while maintaining a constant layer spacing, but in pract
several are typically seen near the disclination core~dis-
cussed further in Sec. III E!. Measurements ofg'(r ) andgi
for Fig. 7~c! reveal thatj'.j i , which can be understoo
with a few arguments. Since the left half of panel~c! is
uniform, there we must havej';j i and we consider only
the right half. In this configuration, the orientation of th
microdomains is preserved as one travels radially from
center outwards (j') to the furthest extent, whereas the m
crodomain orientation changes as one follows a mic
domain azimuthally around a disclination core (j i). This
contributes to forcingj' to be greater thanj i .

Fourth, we consider the influence of2 1
2 disclinations on

the relative values of the correlation functions@Fig. 7~d!#. In
contrast to the1 1

2 disclination in panel~c!, where the mi-
crodomain or stripe spacing can be held constant throug
the strain field, a2 1

2 disclination with this constraint canno
be constructed without either introducing dislocations
other defects. Evidence for this can be seen with the m
higher density of dislocations in the strain field of the2 1

2

disclination in Fig. 7~d!. Measurements ofg'(r ) and gi(r )
reveal thatj'.j i , though the discrepancy should not be
large as for1 1

2 disclinations as the strain field is less depe
dent on the elastic constants@52#.

Therefore, of the four possible configurations, three c
figurations produce distortions wherej'.j i ~splay and6 1

2
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disclinations!, and the configuration of bend does not co
tribute as it involves layer compression and dilation. It is t
particular topology of a smectic which prohibits molecul
bend from occurring, thereby increasingj' with respect to
j i .

E. Dislocations

While nematic order breaks rotational symmetry and
troduces the possibility of orientional disclinations, smec
order additionally breaks translational symmetry and int
duces the possibility of edge dislocations. Though orien
tional order may develop after a quench through the ann
lation of disclinations alone, the movement and annihilat
of disclinations involves iterative steps which involve disl
cations ~further discussed and schematized in Sec. I!.
Therefore, to try to understand the role of elementary dis
cations in pattern coarsening, we investigated the densit
dislocations (re) and their proximity to disclinations. Dislo
cations were computationally identified by the typic
method of decomposition into tightly bound disclinatio
pairs with a maximum cutoff distance between the cores
one repeat spacingd @46#. An example of a dislocation is
shown in the lower circle of Fig. 3~b!. As there was no par-
ticular orientation to the sample, the orientation of the B
gers vector associated with the dislocation was generally
nored. We found that the dislocation density decrea
during annealing with the disclination density. In Fig. 8 w
plot the time dependence of both the1 1

2 disclination density
~lower data set, which has almost exactly the same ma
tude as the2 1

2 disclination density! and the dislocation den
sity ~upper data set! for samples that were annealed at 443
The density of dislocations decreased at a slightly slower
than the density of disclinations, as shown in Fig. 8. Ev
though pairwise disclination annihilation alone produces d
locations~to be further discussed in Sec. IV C!, here we see

FIG. 8. Density of defects as a function of time for a samp
annealed at 443 K on a carbon-coated substrate. Note that the
sity of elementary dislocations~upper curve! is at least an order of
magnitude greater than the density of disclinations~lower curve! at
all times. While annihilation of disclination pairs alone will increa
the dislocation density, this is offset by both dislocation annihilat
and quadrupole disclination annihilation.
6-11
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CHRISTOPHER HARRISONet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
a monotonic decrease in both the dislocation and disclina
density, suggesting that other processes are occur
Throughout the experiment, the dislocation density w
about an order of magnitude higher than the disclination d
sity.

We next examined the distribution of dislocation locatio
throughout the sample with the correlation functionh(r ),
which is essentially thedislocationdensityre as a function
of distance from adisclinationcore. We plot the density o
dislocationsh(r ) as a function of the distance away fro
6 1

2 disclination cores in Fig. 9 in units normalized with th
repeat spacingd. This data was obtained from a wel
coarsened sample wherej2;10d. The pronounced rise in
h(r ) for r ,4d shows that the dislocation density is highe
near the core of either disclination of either sign, perhap
relieve the local strain field of the disclination. In additio
Fig. 9 shows a higher density of dislocations near2 1

2 dis-
clination cores than near1 1

2 disclination cores. This is due
to a physical constraint;1 1

2 disclinations can maintain a
constant layer spacing about the core whereas2 1

2 disclina-
tions cannot. Dislocations near2 1

2 disclinations can allevi-
ate the higher strain about the core@see Fig. 7~d!#. At large
distances, the dislocation density recovers to that of
sample average, and the difference between the disloca
density about disclinations of different signs disappears.

Integrating the dislocation density in Fig. 9 reveals th
there are typically one to three dislocations trapped in
strain field of each disclination. Since Fig. 8 shows that th
are around ten dislocations per disclination, this reveals

FIG. 9. The density of elementary dislocationsh(r ) as a func-
tion of distance greater than repeat spacingd from plus ~narrow
line! and minus~thick line! 1

2 disclination cores. Dislocations ar
detected by decomposing them into bound disclinations of sep
tion distance less thand. While there is a higher density of disloca
tions near both6 1

2 disclination cores, note the higher density
dislocations near the2 1

2 core than near the12 core. This higher
density results from the hard constraint of a fixed layer spac
dictated by the perturbed radius of gyration of the polymer cha
While 1

1
2 disclinations may be constructed with a fixed layer sp

ing with only the lower energy strain associated with molecu
splay, the formation of2 1

2 disclinations necessarily involves laye
spacing distortion, or alternatively, the insertion of a dislocat
near the core, as shown in the right circle of Fig. 3~b!.
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the remaining dislocations are not associated with a spe
disclination, but rather are relatively free to move in r
sponse to strain introduced by disclination motion. Additio
ally, at times greater than 105 s, Fig. 8 shows that the de
crease of dislocation density slows while the disclinati
density continues to decrease. While dislocation annihilat
can proceed with glide and climb, disclination movement
order to annihilate requires the collective motion of ma
dislocations as well.

IV. OBSERVATIONS OF DEFECT ANNIHILATION

A. Introduction

While scanning electron microscopy was employed
the most accurate measurements of the correlation leng
the osmium tetroxide staining method necessary for effec
imaging arrests all polymer dynamics. Therefore, to obse
the dynamics of individual defects, which is the key to u
derstanding the measured kinetic exponents, an alterna
method of observing the microdomains was employ
which did not alter the chemical composition of the block
This was accomplished by taking advantage of the modu
difference between the two blocks and using tapping m
AFM to image the microdomain pattern. To minimize de
radation during annealing, a hydrogenated diblock~denoted
PS-PEP 5-13! was employed, which consisted of PS cyli
ders in a PEP matrix. Since PEP is a hydrogenated versio
PI, PS-PEP 5-13 is akin to the morphological inverse of
30-11. The interfacial wetting blocks for PS-PEP copolym
thin films is currently being examined by dynamic second
ion mass spectrometry and will be discussed in a later p
lication. Spin-coated samples were imaged at ambient t
perature, annealed in air on a temperature-controlled he
stage mounted on the AFM@41#, and then reimaged afte
cooling to examine the coarsening microdomain pattern.
repeating this cycle dozens of times and reimaging the s
area, we observed the annihilation processes of disclinati
The annealing temperature was sufficiently low~368 K! and
the annealing time was sufficiently short~hours! that an in-
significant amount of degradation occurred. While, in pr
ciple, the time dependence of the correlation length could
measured via AFM as was done in the earlier section
SEM, in practice this was made impossible by the limit
number of pixels per image~in the current AFM implemen-
tation! and image distortion introduced by piezohysteresi

B. Dislocation annihilation

The decrease in dislocation densityre shown in Fig. 8
indicates that pairs of dislocations of opposite orientation
attracting and annihilating~our focus here! or that they are
being drawn into the core of disclinations. Elastic theory@51#
finds that the strain energyW1 of dislocations with Burgers
vectorsbW 1 andbW 2 is

W15
1

4
bW 1•bW 2B̄A l

puz12z2u
expS 2

~x12x2!2

4luz12z2u D .

~4.1!
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g
.
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DYNAMICS OF PATTERN COARSENING IN A TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
An example of a schematicized dislocation pair is sho
in Fig. 10; we use thex̂2 ẑ axes as convention dictates whe
the structure is uniform in theŷ direction. The elastic con

stantl is defined asAK1 /B̄, whereK1 is the splay elastic
coefficient andB̄ is the layer compressibility. This strain en
ergy results in an attractive force (Fx ,Fz) for oppositely ori-
ented dislocations as follows:

Fx5
xbW 1•bW 2

2
B̄A l

pz
expS 2

x2

4lzD , ~4.2!

Fz5
bW 1•bW 2B̄

8
expS 2

x2

4lzD z23/2AS l

p D S 12
x2

2lzD .

~4.3!

This force would pertain to the upper dislocation of F
10~a! with the lower dislocation considered to be the orig
The interaction force that results from the above express
causes like-signed dislocations to repel and oppositely
ented dislocations to attract. However, the resulting mot
causes the dislocations to follow a path which is longer th
their initial separation distance. The annihilation process
results from this interaction reduces the total number of d

FIG. 10. Schematic of two dislocations of opposite Burgers v
tor annihilating.~a! The dislocations are separated by three laye
~b! The dislocations approach and are now separated by one l
~c! Annihilation leaves a region free from topological defects.
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locations, as is schematicized in Fig. 10. Two oppositely o
ented dislocations are shown attracting and annihilating, p
ducing a pattern free of topological defects. The peculia
of the interaction is evident in the change of sign ofFz as
one crosses the parabola ofx252lz. Note also that the force
drops off withx exponentially—dislocations interact signifi
cantly weaker in a smectic than in hexatic crystals wh
dislocations interact exclusively via a power law. This is p
haps partly responsible for the lack of observed grain bou
aries~clusters of dislocations! for this 2D smectic system.

An example of this annihilation process in our system
shown in Fig. 11. This data comes from a relatively we
coarsened pattern annealed at 368 K where the total p
annealing time for the pattern shown in the first panel is
min. In panel ~a! two oppositely oriented dislocation
~circled! are shown where the distance between the indica
dislocations is shorter than the distance to the nearest t
logical defect. While the dominant forces on the two dis

-
.
er. FIG. 11. AFM data showing two dislocations of opposite Bu
gers vector approaching and annihilating.~a! Dislocations separated
by nine layers.~b! Separation distance between dislocations h
been reduced to four layers. The two dislocations have addition
shifted their center of mass, presumably under the influence of
fects out of the field of view.~c! The dislocation center again shift
and forms a bound pair.~d!,~e! The bound pair annihilates. Ba
5150 nm.
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CHRISTOPHER HARRISONet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
cations may be their interacting strains, nearby defects~clos-
est is about ten layers away! may also influence thei
trajectory. Subsequent panels show the pattern after ann
ing interludes of 1 min each. Panel~b! shows that the two
dislocations have both translated and reduced their sep
tion distance. In panel~c! the dislocation pair has agai
translated, reduced its separation distances, and appea
have formed a bound pair, which persists in panel~d!. The
pair disappears by panel~e!, leaving a defect-free region.

There are several limitations to this observation which
acknowledge here. The coarseness of our movies preve
measurement of the interaction force based upon the spe
defect motion. In addition, this coarseness limits our abi
to examine the subtleties of dislocation motion—such as
direction of the interaction force as a function of locatio
Lastly, while we examine here dislocation pairs that may
so close enough that their motion is dominated by their o
interaction forces, strain fields from nearby topological d
fects must play some role, as is evidenced in the movem
of the center of mass of the dislocations from panel~a! to ~b!.
Our lab is currently improving measurement methodology
increase our time resolution such that a better time sequ
can be obtained.

C. Annihilation of disclination dipole

Topological constraints dictate the favorability of vario
possible coarsening mechanisms involving orientational
fects. We first discuss a disclination dipole and its rela
orientational strain energy. For nematic systems, the orie
tional strain of a disclination pair~such as shown in Fig. 12!
dictates a logarithmic interaction potential:

Enem5pk1k2K1 ln@r /d#, ~4.4!

whered is the repeat spacing, andk1 andk2 are the winding
number for the defects~here1 1

2 and2 1
2 , respectively!. The

attractive force then is

Fnem52pk1k2K1

r̂

r
. ~4.5!

There is also a strain energy associated with compres
and dilation of the layer spacing for such a configuration,
we focus here on the strain associated with the director fi
This defect pair has an associated Burgers vector equa
twice the separation distance@53#. Hence the annihilation o
a disclination pair produces a number of dislocations equa
the original Burgers vector divided by the layer spacingd.
This is schematically represented in panels~a! and~b! of Fig.
12 and is also shown by the AFM data in panels~c! and~d!.
While dislocations shed in this process slowly annihila
with other oppositely oriented dislocations, this is less fav
able than an alternative disclination annihilation proc
which produces few or no dislocations~which we describe in
the following section!. Consequently, we rarely observe th
coarsening mechanism for disclinations pairs separated
more than a few layers, though we thoroughly searched
data for such annihilations. We suggest that the lack of s
annihilations result from the topological constraint of dis
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cation production. This seems counterintuitive as there
ten times as many dislocations as disclinations~Fig. 8! and
we observe their mobility to be high as compared to dis
nations. However, a few dislocations of the appropriate o
entation may be trapped in the strain fields of other defe
~see earlier section! mitigating their potential usefulness i
assisting in the annihilation of a pair of disclinations.

D. Annihilation of disclination quadrupole

The annihilation of two disclination pairs~which we refer
to as a quadrupole as it contains a total of four disclinatio!
allows the pattern to coarsen while both eliminating all o
entational defects involved and minimizing the production
dislocations. In striking contrast to dipole annihilation, th
mechanism of coarsening was observed during the en
coarsening process, from virtually the initial state of disord
to samples with correlation lengths on the order of dozen
repeat spacings. We try to establish this here by discus
two quadrupole annihilation events—one with an init
small separation distance (5d) between disclinations and on
with a large separation distance (20d). Such quadrupole and
tripole ~further discussed in Sec. IV G! annihilation events

FIG. 12. Annihilation of disclination dipole, observed infre
quently.~a! Schematic of a disclination dipole with Burgers vect
3d, where the1 1

2 disclination core is indicated with a closed circl
and the2

1
2 disclination with an open circle. The strain fields cau

the defects to annihilate, producing three dislocations after ann
lation in panel~b!. ~c! AFM image of a disclination dipole@Burgers
vector 6d, cores indicated as in panel~a!#, plus six additional dis-
locations, three each of the two orientations. One is circled.~d! The
dipole has annihilated, and four dislocations~each circled!, of the
orientation corresponding to the dipole’s original Burgers vec
remain in the field of view. Additional dislocations have moved o
of the image area.
6-14
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DYNAMICS OF PATTERN COARSENING IN A TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
were observed approximately ten times as often as dip
events and were observed at all stages of the coarsening
cess~all length scales!.

A quadrupole consists of two disclination pairs whe
each pair has an oppositely oriented Burgers vector of s
lar magnitude. One possible quadrupole configuration
shown schematically in Fig. 13~a!. The net Burgers vecto
for this cluster of four disclinations is zero, so its annihilati
is not topologically hindered like that of a disclination dipo
alone. The associated strain fields of the defects induce
four disclinations to attract, leaving a region free of topolo
cal defects@panels~b!–~d!#, albeit with a screened interac
tion.

The annihilation process schematicized in Fig. 13 is
served in the AFM images shown in Fig. 14. Panel~a! shows
four disclinations in a configuration reminiscent of two d
poles. The separation distance between the positive disc
tions is eight layers after annealing for 6 min at 368 K. Aft
2 min of annealing further, panel~b! shows that this distanc
has been reduced to seven layers, and in panel~c! ~another 3
min!, 5.5 layers. The nonintegral separation distance res
from the disparate cores of the positive disclinations, the
plus disclination consists of a cylinder~lighter! in panel~b!;
the right consists of the matrix~dark!. Distances are no
counted in absolute numbers but in the number of light-d
oscillations one encounters in traversing the distance
tween cores. A minimal Burgers vector construction in pa
~c! reveals that there is a surplus of one layer on the ri
hand side. Similar constructions for panels~a! and~b! reveal
an extra layer on the left hand side of the image
dislocations can diffuse in and out of the field of view~es-
pecially pertinent for longer anneal times between obse
tions!, negating the Burgers vector conservation law
Subsequent panels occur after 1-min annealing steps, m
mizing this effect. Panel~d! ~1-min annealing further! shows

FIG. 13. Illustration of quadrupole configuration 1. This s
quence shows two dipoles of disclinations in a configuration w
zero net Burgers vector. The dark and light circles refer to the co
of plus and minus disclinations. Panels~a!–~d! show a possible
annihilation process.
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that the separation distance has been reduced to 4.5 la
and in panel~e! ~11 min! three layers. Finally in panel~f!
~11 min!, the orientational topological defects have com
pletely vanished, leaving the requisite single dislocat
which simply conserves the Burgers vector.

We now consider another typical quadrupole annihilat
but with a larger initial separation distance. We schematic
this larger sized annihilation process with Fig. 15 and pres
the AFM images in Fig. 16. While Figs. 15 and 13 are top
logically identical, Fig. 15 perhaps more effectively captur
the subtleties of the larger-sized quadrupole annihilation. T
representative panels of Fig. 16 were taken from a seque
of AFM images tracking the coarsening process at 368
Four well-separated disclinations~two 1 1

2 disclinations and
two 2 1

2 disclinations! can be seen in Fig. 16~a! after anneal-
ing for 21 min. The separation between positive disclinat
cores is 3761 layers and the separation between nega
disclination cores is 1561 layers. The uncertainty reflect

h
s

FIG. 14. AFM images taken from a sequence showing ann
lation of disclination quadrupole which is initially separated by on
eight layers.~a! After annealing for 6 min at 368 K, the spacin
between1

1
2 disclinations is eight layers.~b! After annealing 2 min

further, the separation distance has been reduced to seven laye~c!
After annealing of 3 min further, the separation distance is 5.5 l
ers. A Burgers vector construction reveals that there is a surplu
one layer on the right hand side. Subsequent images are shown
1-min intervals.~d! The separation distance is 3.5 layers.~e! The
separation distance is three layers.~f! All orientational defects have
annihilated, leaving the requisite dislocation on the right hand s
Bar5150 nm.
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CHRISTOPHER HARRISONet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
the difficulty in locating the disclination core center. Afte
annealing for 13 min further@Fig. 16~b!#, the spacings de
crease to 1761 layers and 1261 layers, respectively. As
there are many dislocations also present nearby, the net
gers vector for the disclination quadrupole is quite depend
on the precise path one choses to encircle it. Howeve
typical closed path which encircles the disclinations, pass
a few layer spacings away from their cores, reveals that th
is a surplus of approximately five layers on the left in pa
~b!. Panels~c!–~f! are obtained sequentially with 1-min in
tervals of annealing. The disclination cores continue to
tract until panel~e!, at which time all evidence of the discli

FIG. 15. Schematic of the quadrupole mechanism which do
nates the coarsening process.~a! A symmetric quadrupole having
net Burgers vector zero, with1 1

2 disclinations indicated with a
‘‘ 1’’ and 2

1
2 with a ‘‘2.’’ ~b! Same quadrupole after disclinatio

motion where the average separation distance is reduced.~c! After
annihilation, no topological defects exist, as no disclinations rem
and no dislocations are produced. However, for a quadrupole
ing a nonzero Burgers vector, the requisite number of dislocat
would be created during annihilation.
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nations has disappeared, and a small group of like-cha
dislocations remains after their annihilation. Note that t
number and Burgers vector of these dislocations is largel
agreement with the five excess layers associated with
quadrupole in panel~b!. While there is reasonable correspo
dence between the quadrupole Burgers vector and the n
ber and sign of dislocations produced after annihilation,
poor time resolution of this sequence of stills and the h
mobility of dislocations limits our ability to absolutely asso
ciate particular dislocations with the quadrupole annihilatio
Figure 16~f! shows these like-charged dislocations as th
repel and separate from one another, consistent with E
~4.2! and ~4.3!.

E. Quantitative analysis of quadrupole annihilation

The time dependence of annihilating disclinations allo
one to test the consistency of the measured 1/4 power
with defect motion. We apply this to Fig. 16 and plot th
average separation distance raised to the fourth power
tween like-signed disclinations in Fig. 17. The earliest tim

i-

in
v-
s

FIG. 16. AFM images taken from a sequence showing ann
lation of a disclination quadrupole, which is initially well separat
during annealing at 368 K. Cores are indicated by filled circles.~a!
After 21 min of annealing, the disclinations are widely separat
and there are other topological defects in the field of view.~b! After
13 min of annealing further, the disclination spacing has decrea
roughly twofold; the quadrupole has a Burgers vector of aboutd,
depending on the exact location of the chosen path. Subseq
panels are obtained with 1-min intervals of annealing, for which
spacing continues to decrease until panel~e!, where the quadrupole
has annihilated, leaving a cluster of about four dislocations. T
cluster can best be seen by viewing the image at an oblique a
parallel to the stripes.~f! Dislocations repel and separate. Bar5300
nm.
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DYNAMICS OF PATTERN COARSENING IN A TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
is chosen as the point at which the strain field bounded
the quadrupole contains no other disclinations. Dislocatio
however, were identified at all times. By plotting the distan
between defects raised to the fourth power, we examine
consistency with a 1/4 power law for their interdefect sp
ing, which would give rise to the power law with the sam
exponent forj2(t). The average separation distance can
seen to decrease at an initially slow rate, which rapidly
creases and becomes somewhat linear. A straight line w
indicate consistency with a 1/4 power law, and the agreem
here is surprisingly good. Though the limited range of d
tance~factor of 2–3 in distance! reduces our confidence i
any measured exponents, it is inconsistent with a 1/2 po
law as one might expect for a disclination pair for a nema
system, hence supporting the idea of topologically c
strained disclination motion giving rise to a low exponen

F. Interaction of dislocations with disclinations

While the number of dislocations is reduced by annihi
tion events as discussed above, disclinations can also ac
source or drain for dislocations. In doing so, disclinatio
facilitate their motion in response to strain fields. An e
ample of this is schematicized in Fig. 18. These four pan
show that a dislocation can facilitate the motion of a disc
nation. Panels~a!–~d! show the motion of a dislocation to
wards the lower part of the diagram, which in turns mov
the disclination core towards the upper part of the diagra
When the panels are observed as moving forward chro
logically, the disclination acts a source for dislocation
However, the disclination acts as a drain if one views
panel in reverse order.

We present supporting data in Fig. 19 taken from a ti
sequence of AFM images. The core of the disclination
initially light, then dark, then light. This alternation of th
disclinations core was seen for all disclinations examin
These changes in the disclination core may reflect the mo
ment of the disclination by dislocation absorption or em
sion, but our time resolution here is not sufficient to reso
this motion. Positive disclination cores were examined s
tistically throughout the coarsening experiment, but no pr
erence for light or dark~cylinder or matrix! was seen. This is
surprising as there is an asymmetry between the two@50#.

FIG. 17. We plot the average spacing between disclinati
raised to the fourth power as a function of time for the imag
shown in Fig. 16. A straight line would indicate consistency with
t1/4 power law.
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G. Partial annihilation of disclination tripole

While annihilation events involving two disclination
were rarely observed, events involving three disclinatio
were frequently seen. For the case of three disclinati
where one charge is dissimilar, two can annihilate and
third can act as a sink and absorb disclinations as sh
earlier. The upper portion of Figs. 20~a,b! shows an illustra-

s
s

FIG. 18. Mechanism for moving a1 1
2 disclination up by mov-

ing a dislocation down. Dark lines denote cylinders.~a! Disclination
only centered in panel, core identified by ‘‘1.’’ ~b! By cutting one
innermost dark line and reconnecting with center line we have
ated an extra terminated cylinder and the disclination core
moved up.~c! Dislocation moves down.~d! Dislocation moves fur-
ther down and away from disclination strain field.

FIG. 19. Time sequence of AFM images where the disclinat
core ~circled! alternates between light, dark, and light. Almost a
disclination cores were observed to fluctuate in this manner.
5200 nm.
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CHRISTOPHER HARRISONet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
tion of three disclinations, two plus and one minus, tra
forming into one dislocation~lower part!. The single positive
disclination is created, conserving disclination charge. T
dislocations produced by this process are absorbed in
remaining disclination, as shown earlier.

Figure 21 shows a second tripole annihilation proc
with enough time resolution such that some dislocation m
tion can be observed. Panel~a! shows three disclination
~two plus, one minus! contained within an oval after annea
ing at 368 K for 10 min. The size of the upper disclinatio
suggests that it will be of larger influence and we identify t
lower two as a bound pair of sorts. Further annealing fo
min more @panel ~b!# changes the lower two disclination
into several dislocations, or alternatively, into a sort of gr
boundary. Panel~c!, obtained after annealing for 3 min fu
ther, is more straightforward to interpret. The lower circ
shows that the Burgers vector for the bound pair has b
reduced, necessarily involving the shedding of dislocatio
Several of these dislocations are indicated by the arr
which we suggest are being absorbed by the larger up
disclination ~circled!. Panels~d! ~1 2 min!–~e! ~13 min!
show the almost complete absorption of the balance of
locations into the upper disclinations.

While the coarseness of our time resolution prevents
from tracking dislocations with the preferred level of pre
sion, we argue here that this is an example of the type
dislocation motion that is necessary for disclinations to
nihilate or translate.

V. UNDERSTANDING THE DYNAMICS

A. Our model

We now discuss the origin of the measured kinetic ex
nents using the above mechanism of coarsening as a g
The essential topological constraint on the evolution of th
stripe patterns is that disclination motion requires the p
duction or absorption of dislocations, lowering the kine
exponent from that observed in nematic systems (1

FIG. 20. Tripole going to monopole.~a! Schematic showing
three disclinations~two plus, one minus!. Note that the net disclia-
tion charge is1 1

2 . ~b! Final state after a plus and minus disclinatio
have annihilated, leaving a solitary1 1

2 disclination.
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@54,55#. Pattern coarsening will progress if the free energy
being reduced. Processes involving the creation of fewer
locations are favored since each costs a core energy. Thu
annihilation of a pair of disclinations alone is rarely seen
this requires transforming the Burgers vector into dislo
tions. Multidisclination annihilations are more favorable b
cause a third disclination can act as a source or sink of
locations, relieving the topological constraint and allowi
an oppositely charged pair of disclinations to approach
annihilate. Alternatively, a set of four disclinations can
arranged that they have no net Burgers vector~Fig. 15!; these
four may then mutually annihilate without a net producti
of dislocations. Only about one-half of all disclination ann
hilations could be characterized in our experiments; of the
almost all involved are tripoles or quadrupoles, leading us
consider associated annihilation mechanisms to motivate
measured kinetic exponents.

FIG. 21. AFM data of tripole of three disclinations merging
form a monopole.~a! Three disclinations~two plus, one minus! are
present in the oval. The two lower disclinations form a bound p
of sorts with a separation distance of five layers.~b! An intermedi-
ate state where the topological defects are not easily identifiable~c!
The topological defects are once again easily identifiable. The up
circle shows the1 1

2 disclination, an arrow indicates two disloca
tions, and the lower oval shows the ‘‘bound’’ state of a plus a
minus disclination pair. Note that their separation distance
smaller~about three to four layers! than in panel~a!. The disloca-
tions indicated here may be in the process of ‘‘exchange’’ from
lower pair of bound disclinations with the upper disclination.~d!
The lower two disclinations have shed dislocations which mo
towards the upper disclination.~e! The upper disclination absorb
most of the remaining dislocations. Bar5200 nm.
6-18
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DYNAMICS OF PATTERN COARSENING IN A TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
For concreteness consider a disclination quadrup
where the average separations arer. This model applies
equally to multidisclination annihilation events. Opposite
charged disclinations attract with a potential varying as lnr),
wherer is the distance between them. This produces for
on the disclinations varying as 1/r . However, the disclina-
tions cannot simply move in response to these forces, du
the topological constraint. Let us assume that the elemen
step that allows a pair of6 1

2 disclinations to move togethe
by one layer requires the motion of a dislocation from o
disclination pair to another. Thus a dislocation must mov
distancer in order for the disclinations to move only on
unit. The resulting decrease in the free energy of the dis
nation strain field is of orderDE;1/r . The forcef driving
the dislocation’s motion is the energy change divided by
distance traveledr , f ;DE/r;1/r 2 ~naively!. If we as-
sume that the dislocation motion is viscous with a spe
proportional to force, the dislocation’s speed isv;1/r 2.
Since the dislocation has to travel a distancer, the time for
this process~whose net result is only one unit of disclinatio
motion dr;1) is dt;r /v;r 3. Thus the disclinations move
towards one another as2dr/dt;1/r 3, yielding r;(t f
2t)1/4, wheret f is the time when they annihilate. This sc
nario suggests that the typical spacing between the remai
disclinations at timet grows asj(t);t1/4, consistent with our
measured exponent in Fig. 6~a!.

Finally, it is worth noting that the interaction force o
Coulombic dipoles interacts with a 1/r 3 force in 2D as well,
yielding at1/4 power law as well. In some sense, the kinet
here can be thought of as the interactions of charged part
in 2D where the driving force is their Coulombic interactio
subject to the constraint that only quadrupoles can annihil

B. Comparison to simulations and previous results

Though there are few nondissipative systems appropr
for studying the pattern coarsening of stripes, dissipative s
tems such as the rolls observed in Rayleigh-Benard con
tion cells have been extensively investigated. Unfortunat
the sample cell size is experimentally limited to less th
several hundred ‘‘rolls,’’ precluding their use as a model s
tem for the study of coarsening exponents. Edge effects
a large role in small systems and collections of well-spa
interacting disclinations~such as those studied here! are dif-
ficult to generate. However, other properties of driven c
vection patterns have been extensively studied as a func
of quench depth and as a function of time@56#. Dislocations
have been studied by nucleation and an evolution to g
boundaries has been reported@57#. Similarly driven nematic
systems exhibit a roll periodicity for which observations co
cerning dislocation strain fields and their motion have be
made though there has been little or no work concerning
annihilation of orientational defects@58,59#. Lastly, garnet
films are also experimentally accessible and produce patt
of high contrast, but the observed coarsening primarily
sults from the adoption of an equilibrium repeat spacing
sulting from a temperature or field jump. Little tempor
coarsening has been reported where the repeat spaci
held constant@6,60,61#. In all of these studies, there has be
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little or no work on the coarsening dynamics of disclination
However, recent work on convection in a zig zag morph
ogy has yielded a consistent 1/4 exponent@62#.

While experimental work on the the coarsening kinet
of stripes is limited as described above, there have been
merous simulations during the past decade which byp
edge effects with periodic boundary conditions. Though e
lier simulations focused on striped systems well described
the nonconserved dynamics of Rayleigh-Benard cells@63–
68# recent work has established the applicability of this wo
to smectic or diblock copolymer systems where the dyna
ics are governed by a conserved density field@69#. Simula-
tions predict that the orientational correlation length gro
with a fractional power law with an exponent of 0.25 fo
both dissipative Swift-Hohenberg simulations and the c
served dynamics of diblock copolymer systems in the
sence of noise. The addition of a small amount of noise~an
analogy is made to increasing the temperature! was consis-
tently shown to increase the measured exponents, with
ported values up to 0.3. A large amount of noise has b
shown to decrease the measured exponent@65#. Hence our
measurement of the kinetic exponent for the orientatio
correlation length~Fig. 6! of 0.25 is consistent with the the
large body of literature on striped systems.

While simulations have shed insight onto pattern coars
ing kinetics, there has been almost no discussion or ana
~with the notable exception of Hou and Goldenfeld@63#! of
the particular topology of striped systems and how this m
physically motivate the measured exponents. For exam
little attention has been paid to the often-observed dislo
tions or disclinations. The large role of the latter in the coa
ening of nematic systems would suggest that topological
fects should play a similarly large role in smectic coarsen
@55#. To our knowledge, there have been few studies of
motion of individual disclinations or their annihilation pro
cesses. Researchers studying coarsening in other sys
such as thex-y model, have made considerable progress
choosing their initial configurations to consist of two or fo
defects @54#. Similar artificial configurations—such as
quadrupole of disclinations—could be studied for a smec
like system to gain insight into screened defect interactio
This would simply require that the initial conditions b
switched from a random field to a specifically tailored d
clination configuration. While this has not been done
stripes, the temporal evolution of defect configurations
hexagonally symmetric patterns have been investiga
@70,71#. These researchers have yielded insight into the e
lution of grain boundaries from starting configurations
disclination clusters. With similarly seeded configurations
stripes, we suggest that great progress could be made
the interaction of disclinations and dislocations.

An additional application of simulations would be for in
creasing our time resolution. The current coarseness of
time resolution prevents us from observing dislocation m
tion with the desired level of detail. For example, we cann
measure the relative velocities of glide vs climb. For smec
systems, climb is~surprisingly! predicted to be more favor
able@72#. The finer time resolution of simulations may allo
for a more complete picture of defect motion.
6-19
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CHRISTOPHER HARRISONet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
VI. RESULTS—QUASISTATIC PROPERTIES OF STRAIN
FIELDS IN DEFECT-FREE GRAINS AND NEAR

ISOLATED DISCLINATIONS OR DISLOCATIONS

A. Introduction

Though the previous sections show that this system is
from equilibrium, studies of the well-ordered state can
used to extrapolate the elastic constants of the system. To
end we examine large grains of virtually defect-free regio
and also the strain fields of relatively isolated topologi
defects. The measured orientational and translational co
lation functions provide evidence that our system is con
tent with the predictions for a 2D smectic system. We sh
that in defect-free regions translational order is destroyed
variation in the orientation field rather than by dislocation
The strain fields of disclinations are used to measure the r
of elastic constantsK3 /K1, whereK3 reflects the energetic
cost of molecular bend andK1 reflects that of molecula
splay. The strain fields of dislocations are used to measur
upper bound on the ratio ofK3 /B̄ whereB̄ is the layer com-
pressibility at fixed density~not the bulk compressibility!.

B. Grain

At finite temperature, theory dictates that a 2D smec
has quasi-long-range orientational order and short-ra
translational order@2#. While translational order is typically
destroyed by dislocations in three-dimensional cryst
defect-free elastic distortions alone are predicted to des
translational order for a 2D smectic. To test the consiste
of our system with these predictions, we studied sufficien
well-coarsened samples such that micron-sized grains c
be readily identified. By choosing a grain with few disloc
tions we can test whether translational order is destroye
length scales shorter than the separation distance of dis
tions. This was accomplished by calculating the correlati
g2(r ) andgG(r ) for a well-ordered region.

In order to fully and most convincingly ascertain the n
ture of order in the sample, one must examine samples
a single, well-oriented grain, with subsequent experime
showing that any correlation functions measured for t
sample were largely independent of the size of the sam
While the small grain size of our system makes this imp
sible, we believe the trends in our data are meaningful as
many grains and disclinations~with different annealing his-
tories! have yielded consistent results.

A typical grain from our well-annealed samples is sho
in Fig. 22, where the long-range orientational order is e
dent from the largely horizontal orientation of the cylinde
throughout the image. The translational order, however,
pears to be destroyed by the softness of the system to u
lations in the microdomain orientation field; the cylinders a
not straight. The orientational deformations shown here
quasistatic and unlikely to be thermal fluctuations—they
presumably imposed by history, distant defects, or other
perfections. Two dislocations~circled! can be seen in the
entire field of view, but disclinations are entirely absent fro
the image, preserving the long-range orientational order. T
is made more quantitative with the azimuthally averaged c
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relation functionsg2(r ) andgG(r ), which are plotted in Fig.
23~a!. The orientational correlation function decays from 1
to about 0.8 at a distance comparable to the image s
whereas the translational correlation function decays toe21

within a few repeat spacings (jG;3d) and then fluctuates
about zero. Since this latter decay distance is much sho
than the distance between dislocations, we argue that or
tational distortions have destroyed long-range order in ag
ment with predictions for a 2D smectic.

A semianalytical and somewhat geometrical argument
show the influence of the orientational distortions on tra
lational order. We show this by first calculating the azimu
ally averaged angle-angle correlation functionū2(r )
5^@u(0)2u(r )#2& @Fig. 23~b!#. A careful inspection of pan-
els ~a! and ~b! of Fig. 23 shows thatū2(r ) can be mapped
ontog2(r ) by multiplying the former by'3 and subtracting
it from 1. A small angle expansion ofg2(r ) is useful to
illustrate why:

g2~r !5^e2i (u(0)2u(r ))&;112i @u~0!2u~r !#

24@u~0!2u~r !#2
•••. ~6.1!

The second term@linear in u(0)2u(r )# in the above
equation averages to zero, leaving only the quadratic t
with the unity offset. This implies thatg2(r );124ū2(r ).
An inspection of Fig. 23~c! reveals this to be approximatel
correct2g2(r ) decreases asū2(r ) inceases, and vice versa
The correlation functiong2(r ) decays to about 0.8 at 3

repeat spacings, whereas 12u2(r )̄ is around 0.68 at the
same distance. The slight difference in magnitudes is m
likely due to higher order terms in the expansion.

The translational correlation length corresponds to a d
tance over which the cylinder layers become displaced
d/4, or out of phase byp/2, from that of the cylinder at the

FIG. 22. SEM image of the relatively well-ordered grain
PS-PI 30-11. Two dislocations are circled. While this region exh
its orientational order, translational order is destroyed within a f
repeat spacings by the orientational undulations of the mic
domains~see Fig. 23!. Bar5200 nm.
6-20
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DYNAMICS OF PATTERN COARSENING IN A TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
starting point. Givenū2(r ), we can solve for the distancel
necessary to travel along a cylinder axis in order for
orientational deformations to displace the cylinder center
d/4. If we solveu(r )r;d/4, whereu(r ) is determined from

FIG. 23. ~a! Orientationalg2(r ) ~thin line! and translational
gG(r ) ~thick line! correlation functions for a grain of well-oriente
microdomains~previous figure!. Note the orientational order re
mains nonzero at a distance ofr 535d ~whered is the repeat spac
ing of the cylinders!, comparable to the image size. However, t
translational order has decreased to the noise level at a distan
r 55d. This demonstration of long-range orientational order w
short-range translational order is consistent with the theoretical
derstanding of a 2D smectic.~b! Orientational fluctuations for the
same data. The apparent mirror symmetry between panels~a! and
~b! is consistent with destruction of translational order with mic
domain orientation undulations.~c! Orientational correlation func-
tions for correlation pairs perpendicular and parallel to the mic
domains. Note thatgi(r ) decays more rapidly with distance tha
g'(r ) for this single grain. This is also seen for multiple grains,
is shown withj' and j i in Fig. 6~a!. The ripples ong'(r ) occur
with a separation distance corresponding to the repeat spacing
are an artifact of image processing, they can be removed with
ther smoothing.
01170
e
y

u2(r ), we obtainr;3d. This suggests that the orientation
deformations alone produce a translational correlation len
of 3d, consistent with the rapid decay of the translation
correlation function for a 2D smectic at nonzero temperatu

C. Fixed repeat spacing

A casual inspection of Fig. 22~a! reveals that this system
exhibits a narrow distribution of layer spacings with lon
wavelength undulations in the layer orientations. We sh
here that this results from the distortional energy associa
with molecular splay (K1) being 103 lower than that for
layer compressibility (B̄) @16#. We start with the two-
constant phenomenological equation for the relative ener
of molecular splay and layer compressibility. For layers
the x̂2 ŷ plane, with a unit normalnW in the ẑ direction~Fig.
24!, the energyW can be written as

W5E F1

2
K1~¹W •nW !21

1

2
B̄S ]u

]zD 2G]x]z, ~6.2!

of

n-

-

-

s

nd
r-

FIG. 24. Distortional fields in a smectic crystal as produced

the displacement fieldu(x,z)5u0 sin(qW•xW). ~a! HereqW is parallel to

the x̂ direction. The layers undulate with amplitudeu0 and wave-
length 2p/q, the latter being equal in width to this panel. The loc
magnitude ofu(x,z) is indicated by arrows in three places, whic
originate at the dashed lines~where the layers would reside if un
perturbed! and terminate at a distance determined by the magnit

and sign of the local value ofu. The direction of the unit normaln̂
is indicated in one location.~b! Compression and dilation of layer

is produced by rotatingqW to be normal to the layers and parallel

ẑ. We indicate the magnitude of the compression or dilation w

arrows in the center. The layers are uniform in thex̂ direction. The
filled circles indicate regions where the layers are unperturbed
the wavelength of the perturbation is equal to the height of t
panel. The two opposing arrows indicate a region of dilati
(]u/]z.0) and the two self-pointing arrows indicate a region
compression (]u/]z,0).
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CHRISTOPHER HARRISONet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
whereu(x,z) is the spatially dependent distance by whi
the layers are displaced from their undistorted configurat
The pattern is assumed to be uniform in theŷ direction. This
equation can be cast in a more useful form for our purpo
which depends only onu(x,z) by modifying the splay cur-
vature term:

W5E F1

2
K1S ]2u

]x2D 2

1
1

2
B̄S ]u

]zD 2G]x]z. ~6.3!

We may calculate the ratio of energy densities by cons
ering two sinusoidal perturbations to a defect-free orien
tional field with amplitudesu0 and wave numbersqW . Parallel
to the cylinder axis, the microdomains meander with lo
wavelength undulations, which maintain a constant rep
spacing, loweringj i with respect toj' , as was shown in
Sec. III D and is schematicized in Fig. 24~a!. For this distor-
tion, whereq is parallel to the cylinder axis we setu(x,z)
5u0 sin(qW•xW). The associated splay elastic energy is then p
portional toK1u0

2q4. The sinusoidal dependence of the c
culated energy is removed by averaging over many wa
lengths. This low energy distortion involves only molecu
splay of the polymer chains, an orientational rather than s
perturbation. The perturbation foru which includes only the
distortions of compression and dilation~not splay! is
u(x,z)5u0 sin(qW•zW), where the distortional wave numberq is
now perpendicular to the microdomain axis@Fig. 24~b!#. The
energy density for compression and expansion of the re
spacing is proportional toB̄u0

2q2. The ratio of these two

distortional energies~splay to compressibility! is (K1 /B̄)q2.
The ratio ofK1 /B̄ is commonly denoted asl2, wherel has
units of distance and is comparable to a fraction of the rep
spacing of the microdomains. The ratio of distortional en
gies is then written as (lq)2. Amundson and co-worker
showed thatl can be calculated for copolymer systems@73#;
analysis reveals thatl;d/10 here, consistent with that o
most nematic systems. We set our wave numberq equal to
2p/j2, which we approximate as 2p/10d for the well-
coarsened samples. This results in the ratio of distortion
(lq)2;1023, which shows that a splay distortion is thre
orders of magnitude lower than a compressibility distortio
In Sec. VI E we measure the upper bound onl to be d/2,
resulting in an upper bound of the energetic ratio of 1/
This large ratio in the distortional modes results in a patt
which displays molecular splay with very little microdoma
spacing distortion.

D. Disclination characterization—measurement of elastic
constant anisotropy

Well-coarsened samples exhibit disclinations separate
dozens of repeat spacings which can be used to measur
anistropy in elastic constants@52,74#. Examples of both posi-
tive and negative disclinations are shown in Figs. 3~b! and
7~c,d!. The form of the strain field about a disclination
determined by the energetic cost of the associated defo
tion. The strain energy densityf for a nematic system~ignor-
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ing the deformations of layer compression and dilation
smectics for now! is shown below wherenW is the local di-
rector oriention,

f 5
1

2
K1~¹W •nW !21

1

2
K2~nW •¹W 3nW !21

1

2
K3~nW 3¹W 3nW !2.

~6.4!

Each of the three lowest order deformations—molecu
splay, twist, and bend—are represented by the elastic c
stantsK1 , K2, andK3 and the associated expressions abo
respectively@51#. Since our system is two dimensional, w
do not have twist and the anistropy ofK1 andK3 completely
determines the strain field of the observed disclinations.
take advantage of this to measure a lower bound on the a
tropy e in elastic constants, wheree5(K32K1)/(K11K3),
by quantitatively examining the director fields of disclin
tions. Again we wish to emphasize that the patterns exa
ined here are not equilibrium structures, but these obse
tions pertain to the entire coarsening process, with
exception of the poorly ordered patterns seen at short ann
ing times. Therefore, we believe that the analysis pertain
the equilibrium state as well.

The strain field about a disclination is characterized by
director fieldu as a function of azimuthal anglef @see Fig.
25~a!#. In the simplest single-constant approximation,K1
5K3, forcing e50 and the director fieldu(f) about a dis-
clination is a linear function inf. Similarly low values of
elastic constant anisotropy are often seen in nematics.
e!1, a perturbation to the equiconstant case can be u
which facilitates the generation of the function associa
with the director field@75,76#. This perturbation is not usefu
for the smectic case here, wheree;1 and numerical calcu-
lations were necessary to generate the predicted form
u(f) for a givene,

f5pE
0

u2f

@~11e cos 2x!/~11p2e cos 2x!#1/2]x,

~6.5!

wherep is defined as

p5~s21!pE
0

p

@~11e cos 2x!/~11p2e cos 2x!#1/2]x.

~6.6!

In smectic systems, the fixed layer spacing~in our case
largely determined by the polymer’s radius of gyration! dic-
tates that bend is more energetically costly than splay, fo
ing K3@K1. Discussion and illustration of these two disto
tions can be found in Sec. III D and Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!. We
can directly measure this ratio by examining the direc
fields about a disclination and comparing it to the predic
functional form@52,74#. Our measurements focus on positiv
rather than negative disclinations as the strain field of
former deviates greater from the equiconstant cases, facil
ing greater accuracy in measuringe. We also observe tha
6-22
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DYNAMICS OF PATTERN COARSENING IN A TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011706 ~2002!
FIG. 25. ~a! An SEM image of a1 1
2 disclination for which the

director strain fieldu(r ,f) is examined to measure the anisotro
in the elastic constants. The cylinders appear lighter. The direct
measured by appropriate manipulation of the local gradient of
image intensity.~b! Measured values ofu(r ,f) at several radii (r
52.9,4.4,5.9,8.8d) as a function of azimuthal anglef. The four
traces ofu(f) largely overlap, confirming that the director field
relatively insensitive to the chosen radius, as long as neighbo
disclinations are sufficiently far away. Note that the director field
constant forf,p/2 andf for f.3p/2. Between these values, th
director angles increase linearly with a slope of about unity. Thi
largely consistent with a high anisotropye with K1!K3. ~c! We
present the average ofu(r 54.4d,f) for five disclinations~dashed
line! and the calculated values ofu(r ,f) for several values ofe.
The calculatedu(r ) fields includee50 ~thick line of constant slope
1/2 with label!, e51.0 ~thick line with zero slope forf,p/2, unity
slope forp/2,f,3p/2, and zero slope forf.3p/2, with label!.
The three smooth thin lines are of increasing value ofe ~0.7, 0.9,
0.95! as one proceeds along the direction of either arrow, roug
perpendicular to the line ofe50.5. Note that the measuredu(r )
trace is closest toe50.95.
01170
negative disclinations consistently contain dislocatio
which would either invalidate or complicate this analys
@See Fig. 3~d! or 7~d!.#

A 1 1
2 disclination from a well-coarsened sample is sho

in Fig. 25~a!. This disclination is chosen so as to be large
free of nonequilibrium structures, such as kinks, and su
ciently far away from other defects such that its own str
field dominates the director field. Our coordinate system o
gin for analysis is the disclination core. The director fie
was measured as described in the experimental section
plot the director field as a function of angle at four radiir
52.9d,4.4d,5.9d,8.8d) to show the insensitivity of the di-
rector field to the particular chosen radius@Fig. 25~b!#. Note
the high nonlinearity ofu as a function off. The director
field u fluctuates about zero forf,p/2, then increases with
a slope of about 1.0, then levels off atp for f.3p/2. This
is consistent withK3@K1, i.e., e;1. To minimize the influ-
ence of the director field on the particular strain field of
individual defect~which may have kinks or the subtle influ
ence from far away defects!, we average the strain field a
r 54.4d over five disclination defects. This radius was ch
sen due to its proximity to the disclination cores, where
strain is the highest, yet a distance at which the higher
location density near the core only begins to increase.
compare this to the predicted functional forms of the direc
fields in Fig. 25~c!. A fit to this data can be made to this plo
using the functional form of Eqs.~6.5! and ~6.6!, yielding a
lower bound for the anisotropy ofK3 /K1;40, ore;19/20.
We note that the limit on the upper bound is set by t
accuracy of our director angle measurements and by our
tience in performing the numerical calculations in extracti
the angular dependence ofu. This high ratio ofK3 /K1 origi-
nates from the high energetic cost of deviations from a fix
repeat spacing~and hence molecular bend! and is consistent
with our interpretation of a single layer of cylindrical micro
domains as a 2D smectic.

E. Dislocation characterization—measurement ofl

The strain fields of dislocations allow us to measure
smectic penetration depthl, a measure of the relative cost o
the dominant distortions of splay and compressibility. T
length scalel is defined as the square root of the ratio

elastic constantsAK1 /B̄, whereK1 is molecular splay andB̄
is the layer compressibility at constant density. Measurem
of l requires choosing an isolated dislocation~or a closely
spaced cluster! which is far away from the strain fields o
other disclinations or dislocations, measuring its orien
tional field, and comparing to that predicted by elastic str
theory. Using the standard nomenclature of the Burgers v
tor oriented along theẑ axis and the layers parallel to thex̂
axis, the strain on the director angleu @defined as Fig. 25~a!#
is @51,58,77#

u5
d

4p1/2

1

~lz!1/2
exp~2x2/4lz!. ~6.7!
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This equation can then be cast into a more useful form
our purposes where we describeu as a function of azimutha
anglef and radiusr,

u5
d

4p1/2

1

~lr sinf!1/2
exp@2~r cos2f!/4l sinf#.

~6.8!

Figure 26~a! shows an isolated dislocation in the center
an AFM image obtained from a PS-PEP 5-13 film which w
annealed at 423 K for'14 h. This film consists of two
layers of cylinders~white!. While consistent strain fields
were observed in films with single layers of microdomain
films containing two layers of microdomains exhibite

FIG. 26. ~a! An AFM image of an isolated edge dislocatio
~center! in an otherwise strain-free region of a cylindrical micr
domain forming sample. The protrusions along the individual c
inders~lighter! are artificacts of the AFM tip. The cylinders are ligh
and the matrix is dark. Bar5100 nm.~b! Measured director strain
field u(r 51.5d,f) ~line with circles! of microdomains as a func
tion of azimuthal angle. As a comparison we show the theoret
director strain field for values ofl50.1d ~solid line!, 0.5d ~dashed
line!, and 1.0d ~dotted line!, centered on the dislocation core. F
l50.1d to 1.0d, the peaks sequentially lessen in magnitude a
widen. Note that forl!d, the director strain is concentrated in
peaks of high magnitude atf5p/2 andf53p/2. For l compa-
rable tod, the strain diffuses throughoutf such that the peaks inu
become wider and of lower magnitude. From these theoretical s
fields we estimate an upper bound ofl;d/2 for this system. In-
strumental and annealing constraints severely limit our ability
obtain a lower bound.
01170
r
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longer correlation lengths~at least on the upper layer! for this
copolymer system. Dislocations were therefore farther ap
on average and produced strain fields which were less
turbed by nearby defects. The accuracy of the measurem
of the cylinder orientation is limited by the mottled nature
the cylinder, an artifact introduced by AFM. This artifact
absent in the higher resolution of electron microscopy,
the PS-rich copolymers~e.g., SI 30-11! examined by electron
microscopy exhibited lower correlation lengths and hen
higher densities of defects. Analysis revealed that the lo
density of defects observed in the PS-PEP 5-13 system
the most important factor for accurate measurements ol
and hence all analysis presented here originates from A
data. This mottling limits us to measuring an upper bound
l.

Dislocation cores were identified as the center of the
minated cylinder or a cylinder which bifurcated into tw
The orientational fieldu was measured as a function of az
muthal anglef ~similar to that about a disclination in Fig
25! about the dislocation center for several radii and ma
dislocations. The radius of 1.5d was determined to be th
optimal location—a compromise between the strong infl
ence of the dislocation strain field for small radii while f
cilitating accurate measurements of the local microdom
orientation by not being too close to the dislocation core. T
strain fields at distances significantly greater than this w
too strongly influenced by other defects. The influence
other disclinations and dislocations on the measured st
field was minimized by averaging the strain field over th
for four dislocations, but a large amount of asymmetry is s
quite evident@Fig. 26~b!#. The best fit to the strain field
yields an upper bound forl of d/2. As a comparison, the
calculations of Amundson and Helfand suggest thatl for the
SI 30-11 copolymer studied here should be 0.1d, consistent
with an upper bound of 0.5d @73#.

VII. FINGERPRINTS

There is a striking similarity between the pattern of blo
copolymer microdomains shown in Fig. 3~b! and the der-
matoglyphic prints on the palms of our hands and the so
of our feet. This similarity is dictated by the similar topolog
cal constraints, as both are intrinsically director rather th
vector fields@78,79#. While we have investigated the aca
demic problem of coarsening in a 2D smectic here, one co
investigate the development of dermatoglyphs in animals
well. The community which investigates fingerprints o
serves the same topological defects as we do, but1 1

2 discli-
nations are referred to as loops and2 1

2 disclinations as tr-
iradii. There is general agreement that dermatoglyphs se
two functions: increasing one’s gripping ability and acting
a stitching to secure the epidermis to the dermis layer. T
development of dermatoglyphics in humans occurs aro
the third month of gestation and the resulting pattern is b
environmentally and genetically determined—identical tw
do not have identical fingerprints~albeit similar! @80–82#.
One significant difference in the pattern development of d
matoglyphs~opposed to 2D smectics! is the fact that they
originate at isolated regions~e.g., central point of the tips o
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fingers! and proceed from the distal to proximal portions
the limb, rather than forming ubiquitously and straighteni
out, as our system does. Additionally, volar pads on pa
and finger tips may play a role as their regression occur
the same time as the development of ridges. Penrose
pointed out that the origin of dermatoglyphs@83# must not be
from a vector field as their symmetry is that of a direct
Rather, the process which brings about patterns on ha
must be from a field with a tensor character, such as stres
strain, perhaps resulting from surface curvature. Suppor
evidence is provided by the observation that fingerprints
the absence of whorls or defects produce lines which fol
the path of greatest curvature. For example, it is obser
that defect-free dermatoglyphics form rings about digits;
ridges run perpendicular to the long axis of the fing
@81,84#.

VIII. SUMMARY

In closing, we have demonstrated that a 2D smectic s
tem has additional topological constraints, which lower
kinetic exponents to 1/4 from the value of 1/2 observed
2D nematic systems. Pattern coarsening occurs pred
nantly by an unexpected annihilation process involving th
or four disclinations such that a minimum number of dis
cations is produced. We quantitatively demonstrated that
orientational correlation lengthj2 increases with at1/4 power
law during coarsening as the disclination densityr6 de-
creases. Throughout the experiment, the density of1 1

2 dis-
clinations equals the density of2 1

2 disclinations, suggesting
that annihilation of opposite winding numbers was occ
ring. Moreover, the magnitude of the correlation length
rectly scaled withr6

21/2, suggesting that the dynamics o
j2(t) can be understood by studying the interaction of to
logical defects. Dislocations were examined as well, an
was shown that the dislocation density is about ten time
large as the disclination density. The dislocation density
creased during coarsening, in part due to dislocati
dislocation annihilation events. The dislocation density w
shown to be higher nearer the cores of disclinations, and
highest densities were seen near the cores of2 1

2 disclina-
tions, perhaps to alleviate the strain of its particular topolo

After examining this coarsening process statistically
second copolymer system was examined via atomic fo
microscopy, which allowed for tracking of individual de
fects. Pairwise annihilation of disclinations was shown to
suppressed, and this was explained by pointing out that p
wise disclination annihilation processes necessarily prod
dislocations, which we interpet as being uphill in ener
However, multidisclination annihilation events~such as qua-
drupoles! were observed to occur an order of magnitu
more frequently. Such multidisclination events would res
in lowered kinetic exponents and a model is proposed
explain this. Our model includes the necessity of dislocat
exchange during annihilation disclination; this was furth
supported by examining annihilation events involving thr
disclinations.

To our knowledge, this is the first experimental explo
tion of the coarsening of a 2D smectic. Simulations, ho
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ever, have examined this problem for over a decade, rev
ing a kinetic exponent similar to the one quarter that we h
measured. A variety of systems have been examined,
both conserved and nonconserved dynamics, but similar
fractional exponents are typically measured. Whereas the
gin of the exponent was unclear from simulations, we arg
that it arises from the particular topology of striped system
which disfavor pairwise disclination annihilation.

In addition to the work on coarsening, equilibrium pro
erties were extrapolated by measurements on well-anne
samples. We show that translation order is destroyed by fl
tuations in the local director field rather than by dislocatio
This is consistent with Toner and Nelson’s predictions fo
2D smectic. Measurements of the ratios of elastic consta

K1 /K3 andK1 /B̄ were made by examining the strain field
from disclinations and dislocations, respectively. While the
measurements provided only upper bounds, the values m
sured are consistent with systems of this symmetry.

Some open questions remain for future studies wh
could be answered through either simulation or experim
tation.

~i! How general is this 1/4 exponent? Does it apply
both driven and nondriven systems?

~ii ! How sensitive is this exponent to temperature? If ra
ing the temperature and bringing the system closer to mel
reduces barriers to defect coalescence, should this not ch
the exponent? Perhaps even allow it to be 1/2 expected f
nematic?

~iii ! What are the details of dislocation motion? In o
current configuration, the motion of dislocations is too fast
be satisfactorily captured, but a trulyin situ analysis of mi-
crodomain motion could reveal this. Surprisingly, climb h
been predicted to be more favorable than glide for sme
systems@72#.

~iv! What is the effect of an alignment facet on the micr
domain orientation? Presumably cylindrical microdoma
orient parallel to a facet, but at what rate does the alignm
propagate away from the facet? How far does it propaga

~v! If diffusivity of polymer chains is higher when paralle
to microdomains opposed to perpendicular~the latter requir-
ing mixing of blocks!, what is the effect of the ratio of dif-
fusivities on the kinetic exponents? Does dislocation gl
require diffusion perpendicular to the microdomains?

~vi! What is the spatial dependence of the interact
force of pairs of quadrupoles of disclinations—can these
simulated so that the pattern evolution can be examined w
virtually infinite time resolution, in contrast to our coars
time scale experimentally?

With the application of AFM to thin copolymer films
these questions become straightforward to investig
Temperature-controlled heater stages with heated tips h
finally begun to allow investigators to examine these qu
tions in situ, which promises to reveal new insights into pa
tern formation. Additionally, the phenomenal increase
computational power during the past decade allows inve
gators to examine larger systems where correlation funct
can be calculated quickly and accurately. We suggest
pattern formation and evolution in copolymer realizatio
6-25
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will prove a rich field to further our understanding of topo
ogy and physics.
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